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Eccentric exercise – muscles lengthening 
under force – has long been acknowledged 
by Orthopedic and PT thought leaders.  
But until now, there wasn’t a proven device 
to deliver the benefits. 

btetech.com   |   800.331.8845   |   410.850.0333

Eccentron delivers the power of  
Eccentrics for your whole practice.

See the research at btetech.com/whyeccentrics

Introducing the Eccentron from 
BTE, harnessing eccentric resistance  
therapy for better outcomes.

From now on,
it’s good to be
eccentric.
eccentric: adj. departing from the norm, not concentric, 

utilizing negative resistance for better outcomes

harness negative resistance for better outcomes
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From the desk of Tom diangelis

Lowering The Bar
I watched a program today that revIewed the 
best and the worst of 2012. I could not help but think that 
one of the best displays of dysfunction in 2012 was the U.S. 
congress. For that matter, the worst display of doing your 
job in 2012 was, again, the U.S. congress. I have written 
in the past about its total ineptness and inability to come 
together to do what is best for country, but I do believe that 

2012 was the worst we have seen from it.
how is it that our elected officials can continually wait until the last minute to take 

action and then not address the needs of the country? as I am writing this, the house 
of representatives has just passed legislation that avoids the “fiscal cliff.” as you know, 
this package includes avoiding the cuts from the Sustainable growth rate (Sgr), and it 
extends the therapy caps exceptions process. Negotiations to address these important 
issues concluded late at night on January 1, 2013. I ask you, should it really come down 
to this? while I do realize that it was an election year, which meant a lot of work was 
left undone, that is no excuse and certainly not how this great nation should operate. 
I wrote in the beginning of 2012 of my concerns about the temporary patch on the Sgr 
and the therapy caps exception process, leaving them in the hands of a lame duck con-
gress at the end of the year. the obvious operative word here is “lame,” which takes on 
a very different and more fitting meaning when the “duck” is omitted.

In a New York Times article interviewing outgoing Senator Joseph Lieberman, he talks 
about the hatred in congress and how people actually hated the past 3 presidents (Bill 
clinton, george w. Bush, and Barack obama). he goes on to describe this hatred as 
a “cancer that’s eating at our politics.”1 a pretty sad commentary about those we elect 
to congress. the article reports that in some of his final remarks to the Senate, Lieber-
man stated that the greatest obstacle the nation faces in addressing our problems is 
“the partisan polarization of our politics which prevents us from making the principled 
compromises on which progress in a democracy depends and which right now prevents 
us from restoring our fiscal solvency as a nation.”

could you imagine how this country would manage if all companies operated as poorly 
as congress? how would your company perform if your board functioned like congress? 
how would ppS, or any association for that matter, perform if we functioned like congress? 
In looking at the best and worst of last year, can the bar for congress really go any lower?

For the sake of this great nation, let’s hope the 113th U.S. congress can raise the bar 
just a little. n

Sincerely,

tom diangelis, pt, dpt
ppS president

Reference
1� �applebome�p.�Ever�independent,�Lieberman�moves�on,�calling�partisan�fighting�a�“cancer.”�New York 
Times.�December�25,�2012.�available�at�http://www.nytimes.com/2012/12/26/us/politics/joseph-i-
lieberman-moves-on-to-greater-questions.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0.�
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If you’re like most private 

practice owners, you 

started your own business 

so you could have more 

autonomy, treat the patients 

you wanted to treat, and  

enjoy the financial rewards  

of your success.

Unfortunately, you also have to deal with these: 
• Human Resource Problems • Increasing Supply Costs

• Collecting Your Cash • Tax And Accounting Issues

• Inability To Access Capital • Securing Cost-Effective Benefits

• Managed Care Contracting • Regulatory Compliance • Legal Matters

Imagine if you had access to over 100 physical therapy  
business experts who were at your beck and call.  
With U.S. Physical Therapy as your partner, you’ll  
get that and more. 

We’ll
Handle

The
Other Stuff.

Focus On
Doing The

Things
You Love.

Call or email us to receive more information about  
U.S. Physical Therapy’s partnership model with  
existing practices. 

Call Toll Free: 1-800-580-6285

eMail: contact@ownyourownclinic.com
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By�angela�wilson�pennisi,�pt,�Ms,�oCs�
Managing�Editor

rESILIEnCE: the capaBILIty oF a StraINed Body 
to recover its size and shape after deformation caused 
especially by compressive stress.1

Because most of us and our practices are or will be under incredible compressive 
stresses in the coming months, we would all benefit from dedicating some time and 
attention to cultivating this quality in ourselves and our staff.

have you seen that cold commercial where “virus monsters” are peering around 
every corner, sneaking up behind unsuspecting victims, and lurking in the dark? 
(I realize that few of us have much time for television!) I sometimes experience the 
same feeling of dread as those people being stalked by the cold virus, whether I am 
scanning my email inbox, reading the newspaper, or opening the mail. what new 
threat is waiting to surface? 

what are you doing to handle the compressive pressures these days? If you do not 
have an answer, or your answer is not very healthy for you, I encourage you to find 
a positive outlet to leave the stresses of your practice behind for the evening, the 
weekend, or even an hour. we need to be mentally sharp and resilient to respond to 
the fast and furious pace of change.

•	 Watch	out!	A	new	utilization	management	program!	
•	 Fore!	Medicare	cuts	ahead!
•	 Heads	up!	Physician	Quality	and	Reporting	System	penalties!
•	 Attention!	New	reporting	requirements	coming!

personally, I try never to miss my noon yoga class on thursdays. If I also can sneak 
it in earlier in the week, all the better. I chuckle when my instructor encourages us 
to focus only on what is happening between the four corners of the yoga mat. Is she 
kidding? yoga is where I do my best thinking these days! Seriously, though, I do make 
an effort to leave the office behind and focus on something completely different for 
90 minutes. Not infrequently, I have a breakthrough on how to address a problem in 
the clinic or have a new idea on my way back to the office after class. 

I hope some of the articles in this issue of Impact will help you respond to those 
compressive stresses and give you permission to take some time for yourself. I know  
I learn something new each month through the editing process. a big “thank you” to 
editorial	board	members	Nitin	Chhodha,	Phyllis	Levine,	Tannus	Quatre,	and	Shamsah	
Shidi for developing the content in this issue. n

Reference
1�resilience.�Merriam-webster�website.�available�at�http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/
resilience.�accessed�January�2,�2013.
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P P S  B O A R D  M E M B E R  P E R S P E C T I V E

A
The Question of Money…
by dan Mills, PT

a wISe preSeNter at ppS aNNUaL coNFereNce oFteN 
begins and ends with the reminder that “you can’t charge less 
than it costs you to stay in business.” the seemingly simple but 
often complex question of money nags at all of us in a climate 
of higher reporting requirements, lower payment, and more 
questions than answers about the future of physical therapy.

contracts flow over our desks, promising increased referrals. 
In exchange for belonging to these entities, we accept decreased 
payment and endure increased scrutiny, and often denials, under 
the guise of protecting consumers and their insurance company. 
the number of mouths to be fed between the patient’s dollars 
and the provider of physical therapy continues to increase.

In some states, the concern that “everyone else is signing 
up” for a certain provider list or provider agreement has given 
someone else the control over our destiny at the expense of the 
real market value of physical therapy. once again, when we work 
for less than it costs us to stay in business, we devalue our service.

In a physical therapy climate that is graduating the most 
highly educated physical therapists (pts) ever, but also the 
most debt- ridden pts ever, the urgency is rising. the ques-
tion of wisely examining how our practices are currently paid, 
how they ought to be paid, and what we are doing personally 
(beyond complaining) to effect that change rests in the hands of 
the private practitioner.

have you personally interacted with the insurance commis-
sion in your state? how active are you in advocating for physical 
therapy in your community? when was the last time you drew 
the line in the sand and said “no” to an abusive or poorly paying 
provider agreement? are you turning each patient into a physi-
cal therapy “activist” to lobby for you? Some of us are fighting 
valiantly, but often fighting alone, for better payment.

as I interact with students and new graduates, they understand 
and accept that it is a different day in health care, but have little 
understanding of the complexities of insurance companies, payer 
arrangements, and the realities of the new health care economy. It 
behooves all of us to help the next generation of pts understand a 
little about the history of insurance payment. help them under-
stand that a single payer agreement can destroy a practice. help 
them understand that if we do what we have always done, we will 
always receive what we have always received. help them pick their 
way through the payment forest while avoiding the land mines.

as health care is further scrutinized, and the analysis 
bears out that physical therapy, though expensive, decreases 

 hospitalizations and a myriad of other high-dollar lifetime 
expenditures, we can win the day. our presence on capitol hill 
is just beginning to be felt.

ppS is leading the charge in this battle, but if you have not 
engaged yourself beyond self-protection and hoping for the 
good old days to return, helplessness rules the day. I believe 
that the future remains bright for innovators, risk-takers, boot-
strappers, and the fiscally responsible. If billing and accounts 
receivables management are responsibilities from which you 
have distanced yourself, motivate yourself to reconnect to the 
financial engine that is running your business. n

Dan Mills, PT, is treasurer of the Private Practice Section and 
can be reached at prcpt@yahoo.com.
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MeMber
   Spotlight 

Part 1: Personal Data
Practice: rehab connection in cinnaminson, NJ

Size of practice: we currently have 
4 locations across 2 counties in south 
Jersey. we serve both an outpatient 
population and a pediatric school-based 
population with physical and occupa-
tional therapy. we have 10 occupational 
therapists and 20 physical therapists, 
along with the assistance of 15 support 
personnel.

Years in practice: rehab connection 
was founded in 1991. I have been prac-
ticing here since graduating in 1998 
from temple University.

Most influential book: Oh, The Places 
You’ll Go! by dr. Seuss. It is encourag-
ing, motivating, and can be adapted to 
anyone anywhere.

Favorite vacation spot: I am not 
much of a world traveler, and with 3 
children (ages 4–11 years) the beaches in south Jersey suit me just fine. the smell of the 
ocean, the sound of the waves crashing on the beach, and playing with or watching the 
kids play on the beach is perfect for me.

Favorite movie: I would have to say either Field of Dreams or Bull Durham.

How do you like to spend your free time? what’s that? outside of work, my time is 
dedicated to family life. with this family, it involves running to the baseball, softball, or 
soccer field; the dance studio; or gymnastics gymnasium.

Like most about my job: I am fortunate to work with a very diverse patient popula-
tion in terms of cultures, socioeconomics, age, and diagnosis. I like talking to them, 
hearing their stories, learning about their lives, and watching each of them interact with 
one another during therapy sessions.

Like least about my job: the most frustrating and least pleasant aspect of being a 
physical therapist is dealing with the insurances. It is a constant battle and game of chess.

Most important lesson I have learned: I think that I probably learned this early in 
life. “Be true to your word. It is all you have.”

Part 2: Business PhilosoPhy
Essential business philosophy: my business philosophy is simple: “Be honest, be 
thorough, and be involved.” I think that every person has a moral obligation to be hon-
est with employees, customers, patients, and business associates. a company must be 
thorough in its evaluation of its environment in order to succeed, just as a physical ther-
apist needs to be thorough in the evaluation of a patient in order to assess his/her 

Shining on:  Tom Bianco, PT, DPT

welcome�New�PPS�Members!
AuSTrALIA
Nancy�Kay�wu�won,�spt
Melbourne, Australia

ALAbAMA 
Daniel�a.�Bishop,�pt,�Cert�sMt
Fairhope, AL

CALIfOrnIA 
Eileen�ruth�Johnson,�pt
Los Angeles, CA

rick�alexander,�pt
South Lake Tahoe, CA

COLOrAdO 
Debbie�Lynn�Kost,�pt
Fort Collins, CO

Carol�Benjamin,�pt
Longmont, CO

rudy�Josef�Haberzettl,�Mspt,�CEEs
Colorado Springs, CO

COnnECTICuT 
Keith�arcari,�Mspt
Marlborough, CT

dELAWArE
rowena�rodriguez�pamplona,�pt
Delmar, DE

fLOrIdA
Daniel�F.�walsh,�pt
Wewahitchka, FL

Ehab�Labib�Boulos,�pt
Oviedo, FL

saungaylia�randolph,�pt,�gCs
Tallahassee, FL

Jeremy�Michael�wallick,�spt
St. Augustine, FL

Eric�r.�Morand,�pt,�Mpt
St. Petersburg, FL

GEOrGIA
Dana�attaway�peterman,�pt,�Dpt
Forsyth, GA

IdAhO
Nathan�allen�Hunsaker,�pt
Ammon, ID

IndIAnA
william�owen�worthington,�pt
Terre Haute, IN

shane�Matthew�steele,�pt
Angola, IN

Chanelle�Janette�Norman,�spt,�pta
Greenwood, IN

IOWA
Eric�Dean�turner,�pt
Washington, IA

Daryl�r.�short,�Dpt,�MtC
Humboldt, IA

KEnTuCKy
rosa�Lee�DeLong,�pt
Ashland, KY

MAryLAnd
Charles�r.�sclater,�pt
North Beach, MD

alice�Houmann,�pt
Frederick, MD continued
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needs. Lastly, the company needs to be involved and take an interest in its employees 
and the community. the company needs to support those that are responsible for the 
success of the company.

Management style: I like to try to encourage my employees to think for themselves 
and solve problems with guidance as needed. I try to be as hands-off as possible. I use 
a collaborative management style, whereby teamwork and cooperation help everyone 
achieve their goals and maintain relationships.

Keeping a competitive edge: we are heavily involved in the communities we serve. 
From our ancillary staff to our management team, we take pride in giving back to the 
people that make us successful.

Measuring success: we use our basic fundamental metrics that we have identified as 
the most important to us from a business standpoint to see if we are achieving our 
financial goals, but I will say other metrics are more critical. we look to see how much 
employee turnover we have, the general attitude of the employees, and last (but cer-
tainly not least) patient satisfaction surveys. It seems logical that if your staff is happy 
and your patients are happy, then all of those financial metrics should just fall into place.

Goal yet to be achieved: I would like to reach a point this year where there is steady 
caseload every month in every office. I want to avoid the extreme highs and lows, even 
though it is usually easy to predict when this is coming.

Best decision: returning to the clinic. I stepped aside for a year to try more of a man-
agement role. what a frustrating mess! Looking at numbers all the time and having 
“complaint department” basically stamped on my forehead was much harder to handle 
than I thought it would be. going back in the clinic at a time when the patient volume 
was low and the company could not afford to continue to pay the salary of a physical 
therapist was hard to do personally and professionally, but worthwhile.

How to motivate employees: I give them the freedom to take on new tasks and chal-
lenges and let them make mistakes and learn, motivating them to achieve more, try new 
things, and grow.

Part 3: your Practice
If you could start over, what would you do differently? hindsight is 20-20 in 
many cases. I would have been involved sooner with more national organizations. I 
think that over the past 2 years or so, when I have had the opportunity to meet many 
physical therapists from across the country, listen to them, and pick their brains for 
 business strategies has made a tremendous difference in the way I analyze the business 
and the clinical aspect of my company.

Describe your competitive advantage: our competitive advantage lies in the 
strength of our team. each and every member puts in full effort with every single 
patient, and patients love them. their dedication to themselves, the profession, patients, 
and to each other is hard to find in many companies.

New�Members�(continued)
MISSOurI
robert�shawn�tucker,�pt
Saint Louis, MO
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thomas�a.�Kruse,�pt,�Mpt,�MtC
Lincoln, NE
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i like to try to encourage my employees to think for themselves 

and solve problems with guidance as needed.  

i try to be as hands-off as possible.

MeMber SPoTlIGhT, continued on page 13
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The Practice Revenue Specialists

YOURS FREE.
This simple, practice-wide 
action plan is the first step to 
increase your revenue.

If you're looking for more practice revenue, 
you won't find it in your billing system.

Even the best billing software can only generate claims for the work you've 

done. Real revenue growth comes from adding new patients and ensuring 

you deliver all the quality care they are authorized to receive. That's how 

SpectraSoft has increased revenue for thousands of PTs since 1993. 

Launch your program to increase practice revenue today -- by 

downloading our FREE white paper, "8 Steps to Reduce No-Shows." You'll 

soon discover that enhancing patient compliance is about much more 

than reminder calls and cancellation fees. Everyone in your practice plays 

a part in adjusting patient perceptions and eliminating no-shows.

To download your white paper and learn more about SpectraSoft front 

desk solutions, visit: 

spectrasoft.com/pps

See exclusive details 
for PPS members at 
spectrasoft.com/pps

Or call:
1-800-889-0450

Or call:
1-800-889-0450

"It's one of the most 
straightforward options I've 
seen. It gives me everything 

I need without being too 
complicated to use."

Ann Hodel, MSPT, Owner of 
Bodywise Physical Therapy

See exclusive offers for PPS members at:
spectrasoft.com/pps  |  1-800-889-0450 Ext. 200

®

The Practice Revenue Specialists
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MeMber SPoTlIGhT, continued from page 11

Describe your marketing strategy and 
most successful action: we participate 
in many different marketing efforts, but 
mainly focus on building relationships in 
the community. we participate at some 
level with many different youth organiza-
tions, nonprofit organizations, and general 
community events.

Unique programs: we have several pro-
grams that set us apart from local com-
petitors. we offer lymphedema treatment, 
aquatic therapy, and vestibular rehab. we 
also offer community fitness/wellness tests 
and screenings.

What are the benefits of PPS member-
ship to your practice? ppS membership 
allows us to keep up with trends across 
the country and locally. It gives us access 
to different marketing strategies, as well as 
insight to what other physical therapy 
companies are doing to succeed in the 
ever-changing world of health care.

Part 4: the Future:
What worries you about the future of 
private practice? while it changes annu-

ally, I am currently concerned about the 

uncertain state of payment and the 

increasing number of hospital-owned 

physical therapist services and physician-

owned physical therapy services.

What are you optimistic about? I look 

forward to watching our new graduates 

develop and become strong clinicians and 

leaders. they are graduating now with far 

more education and training than I received 

and have the potential to really change the 

image of physical therapy as a profession.

What are your goals for the next year? 
 For 2013, I want to see our clinic become 

firmly grounded as a referral source for 

several different physician groups and have 

our 2 new graduates recently hired develop 

their clinical skills. I also want to see rehab 

connection become a breeding ground for 
area universities to send their students.

Where do you see the best opportuni-
ties for your practice in the future? 
 the best opportunity for the future in our 
market is to align with physicians who are 
not bound by corporate giants and want 
to stay independent. Strengthening alli-
ances with them will allow us to support 
each other by creating our own internal 
health system.

What do private practitioners need to 
do to thrive in today’s health care 
environment? you need to understand 
your local market in terms of what the 
competition is doing and also what is hap-
pening on a national level to know what 
may be coming down the turnpike 
(remember, I’m in New Jersey). n

Tom Bianco, PT, DPT, can be reached at 
tbcenterfield@verizon.net. 

Balanced Body® and Pilates will change your clients and your 
business. Find out more at pilates.com/rehab. 

1-800-PILATES (745-2837)

pilates.com  |

I can move 
without pain 
again.

Thank you.

YOUR PRAcTIcE. YOUR cLIEnTS.  
OUR FULL SUPPORT.
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exeCuTIve SuMMary: establishing a leadership 

develop ment program can maximize your clinic’s 

growth opportunities.

Grow or Die!
“IF yoU are Not growINg, yoU are dyINg,” IS a 
saying that has been heard in business for years. the need 
for scale, growth, and strategic relationships is especially 
great given the current uncertain landscape of health care 
and in discussions of accountable care organizations. many 
agree that growth is good, even mandatory. however, most 
would also acknowledge that there are huge challenges to 
grow any organization in the current economy. one of the 
most significant challenges for a practice owner and small 
business is finding the right leaders to spearhead the growth 
of your organization—champions who share the same vision, 
mission, and values, as the owner has embraced over the 
years. a practice owner focused on growth can be spread 

only so thin before compromising overall effectiveness. 
engaging employees with the goal of developing them into 
future leaders and managers of your organization enables 
practice growth, maximizes your effectiveness, and can 
support overall life balance.

Inside or Out?
Internal leadership development programs to train future 
leaders and managers will help an organization meet chal-
lenges. while bringing in leadership from outside the organiza-
tion to grow a practice has merit, developing employees from 
within has many advantages. current employees understand 
and have already bought into the culture, vision, and values of 
the organization. they have earned the owner’s trust and have 
shown a commitment to the organization that is not found 
immediately in someone from outside. developing talent from 
within also creates a culture of opportunity for personal and 
professional growth that retains key players in the organiza-
tion. top performers need to know that promotion from within 
is an option, or they will move on.

Innovation’s�Edge

developing 
 Leadership 

From within
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You’re a Great Clinician, You Should Manage!
commonly, more accomplished clinicians are promoted to lead-
ership positions, which can be an effective means of growth. 
Unfortunately, the best clinician may not have the skills or 
ability to transition to management without training. Internal 
promotion, in combination with a structured leadership devel-
opment program, can improve the leadership learning curve, 
resulting in increased effectiveness. training is a key component 
to creating effective leaders.

You Have Been Chosen
Selecting participants for an internal leadership and manage-
ment development program, and communicating this privilege 
to these individuals and all employees, will set the stage that 
this program is an opportunity for them to have a greater role 
in the growth of the organization. Set up your training as a 
cohort program with at least 2 or 3 participants to promote a 
team dynamic and create collaboration. host the program in a 
classroom setting, and use off-site locations and guest lecturers. 
assign required reading to add to the focus and depth of the 

program. monthly trainings with work between sessions will be 
enough to achieve the level of training desired without severely 
affecting clinical time.

Make a Commitment
take the time to plan and develop the framework of the 
program. determine the areas of leadership development that 
you want to cover in the program and be clear about expecta-
tions. consider three main concepts: (1) understanding and 
developing personal leadership styles, (2) internal organizational 
leadership, and (3) external organizational leadership.

A Look in the Mirror
helping the developing leader understand his or her leadership 
style, strengths, and areas that need further development is a 
great place to start in the program. Leadership and personal-
ity self-assessment tools can be used, such as the personal 

leaDerShIP FroM wIThIN, continued on page 16

developing 
 Leadership 

MIChael DuraND, Mba

From within
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leaDerShIP FroM wIThIN, continued from page 15

 assessment of management Skills1 and Kolbe Index2. Self-
assessment will provide the opportunity to learn and explore 
leadership styles. Understanding the synergies and challenges of 
differing styles is important for effective management.

Leading From the Inside
the foundation of internal leadership and management begins 
with the mission, core values, and history of the organization. 
as the owner or leader of the organization, you must share the 
story of the practice’s development and the lessons learned 

along the way. the long-term goal of a leadership program is 
to develop others to build on the success of the organization. a 
deep understanding of the organization’s successes and failures 
is critical, and this is a great time to reinforce “who we are and 
why we are here.” your future leaders will use this foundation 
as the backdrop of all decisions moving forward.

New leaders must understand human resource operations 
and be trained on the soft skills needed to help managers and 
leaders succeed. managing others can offer great challenges to 
even the most experienced leader, but multiple techniques can 
be incorporated into your leadership development program to 
help meet these challenges. Use of role-play and case studies 
can be helpful, and the opportunity to practice, receive honest 
feedback, and try again creates great learning and teachable 
moments. developing effective communication techniques, 
perhaps the most critical skill, will carry over to all aspects of 
leadership and should be included in all training programs. 
Some other important concepts to highlight in your training 
include recognizing, rewarding, and motivating employees; 
managing difficult employee situations; managing conflict; and 
developing a high-functioning team.

another internal organizational training opportunity is devel-
oping an understanding of financial and operational performance 
and benchmarks. the growth of the organization must be profit-
able. clinical measures such as productivity, appropriate staffing, 
and maximizing payment through appropriate billing and coding 
affect a clinic’s ability to be financially successful. a successful 
leader must know the interdependence of these concepts and 
understand the management decisions that will affect them.

leaDerShIP FroM wIThIN, continued on page 18

Sample Outline of a Leadership 
Management Development Program
I. Leadership Self-Assessment

a.� Completing�a�leadership�self-assessment
b.� Discussion�of�the�traits�of�a�leader
c.� Examples�of�leadership�in�action
d.� working�with�different�leadership�styles

II. Internal Leadership and Management development
a.� History�of�the�organization

i.� Mission,�vision,�values
ii.� Lessons�learned�along�the�way
iii.�Your�goals�for�the�future�of�the�organization

b.� Human�resources�and�leadership
i.� Understanding�and�implementing�current�policies��

and�procedures
ii.� Developing�communications�skills
iii.�recognizing,�rewarding,�motivating�employees
iv.� Managing�difficult�situations
v.� Developing�a�high-performing�team
vi.�How�to�hold�a�staff�meeting

c.� Financial�and�operational�performance
i.� Understanding�basic�financial�reporting
ii.� Clinical�measures�important�for�organizational�

success
iii.�Maximizing�performance�and�reimbursement
iv.� Using�data�to�make�leadership�decisions

d.� planning�and�goal�setting
i.� How�to�develop�goals�individually�and�in�groups
ii.� planning�for�success
iii.� Involving�all�staff�members�in�the�execution�of�

goals�and�objectives

III. External Leadership and Management development
a.� Business�development

i.� Developing�physician�relationships
ii.� recognizing�and�capitalizing�on�business�

development�opportunities�in�the�community
iii.�Learning�how�to�self-promote

b.� swot�analysis
i.� assessment�of�present�organization
ii.� Competitive�analysis

Iv. beyond the Leadership and Management  
development Program
a.� putting�newly�acquired�skills�to�work

i.� Creating�your�own�goals�and�objectives
ii.� Developing�leadership�opportunities
iii.�Evaluating�successes�and�failures

The long-term goal of a leadership 

program is to develop others to build on 

the success of the organization.
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SourceTherapy Billing Service provides your clinic 
with a full service, back office staff that are specialists 
in therapy collections. 

We handle over 6,000,000 charges a month and 
$180,000,000 in annual billings on behalf of therapy 
practices nationwide. Our unique methodologies are based 
on the rules and requirements of each of your specific 
payers to help you get paid faster.
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Cliff Lafreniere, Owner  
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leaDerShIP FroM wIThIN, continued from page 16

organizational growth and development is most effective 
when structured through planning and goal-setting. as a busi-
ness owner and leader, you may or may not have formal written 
goals and objectives, yet you surely put some thought into your 
business aspirations. as the organization grows and you rely on 
other leaders to execute business plans, goals will need to be 
more structured and written to be valuable. training your future 
leaders on the process of planning and goal-setting will help 
them personally achieve more and can in turn help sharpen 
your business’s direction and focus.

Leading From the Outside
the growth of an organization requires quality relationships 
with individuals outside the four walls of the clinic. while this 
may seem to be a basic concept, many extraordinary “inter-
nal” performers do not find networking outside the clinic 
easy or fun. equipping future leaders with the skills neces-
sary to develop relationships in the medical community is an 
important aspect of external organizational leadership and 
management. physician relationships are often the focus, but 
with direct access in most states, leaders must recognize and 
capitalize on business growth opportunities with employers, 
fitness facilities, athletic teams, and the community at large, 
as well.

Leaders, especially physical therapists in private practice, 
must be comfortable with the concepts and execution of self- 
promotion. physical therapists seeking referrals from outside 
sources are asking to be trusted to provide care. to build this 
trust, they must be willing to communicate and demonstrate 
their abilities to others. they must “talk the talk and walk 
the walk.”

physical therapy practice is extremely competitive. to maxi-
mize a practice’s chances of prospering, leaders must recognize 
the strengths and weaknesses of the practice, as well as those 
of the competition. train future leaders to honestly assess the 
practice using a technique such as a Swot (Strengths, weak-
nesses, opportunities, and threats) analysis. have them perform 
this same analysis on the competition. Side-by-side comparisons 
may uncover distinct competitive advantages, and this exercise 
can set the stage for future growth and positive change in the 
organization.

Utilizing the Skills of New Leaders
once your new leaders have completed your leadership and 
management training program, put their new skills to work. 
Like any other acquired skills, leadership skills will continue to 
improve with practice. Leadership opportunities may not always 
be in the realm of clinic manager or new site director. New 
leadership can offer an opportunity to lighten the owner’s to-do 
list by delegating responsibilities. opportunities such as leading 
a clinical education program, developing a student program, 
implementing a chart audit process, or one of the many other 
“someday” projects on the to-do list are excellent occasions for 
your new leaders to practice and sharpen their skills. continued 
exposure to leadership situations will further develop their skills 
and can eventually lead to the ultimate goal of practice manager 
for the organization.

Leadership and management development programs are a 
long-term investment. encourage new leaders to stretch beyond 
their comfort zone and be continually challenged. as with all 
“new grads,” close communication is critical to maximize learn-
ing and ultimately performance, and mentoring your new leader 
will help ensure that they continually learn and develop. a lead-
ership pipeline is the lifeblood of your organization’s continued 
growth and success. n

Michael Durand, MBA, is a member of the PPS Administrators 
Council, and director of business development for Physical 
Therapy & Sports Medicine Centers and managing director 
of Strategic Therapy Partners. He can be reached at  
mike.durand@ptsmc.com.
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exeCuTIve SuMMary: Patient 
communication and compliance are 
essential to delivering quality physical 
therapy and achieving superior recovery 
results. The author shares his use of video 
technology to improve service delivery and 
power referral marketing within his private 
practice of 7 physical therapists.

aS a prIvate practItIoNer IN oUtpatIeNt phySIcaL 
therapy for the past 12 years, I have always believed that quality, 
individualized care is the only way to practice. I am constantly 
looking for new and innovative ways to improve every patient’s 
care experience and to help people get better faster with fewer 
visits. our practice has made huge progress in this area using 
video to document patients performing individualized treat-
ment plans. these movement plans address patients’ specific 

 conditions and display the dynamic cor-
rections that each patient is taught for his 
or her own recovery. we have also found 
this technology to be a powerful tool to 
market and grow our business.

“Revisiting the Visit”
Using video allows us to accomplish 
more in less time and fewer visits. we 
videotape the patient performing the 
exercise regimen in the exact way nec-

essary for the maximum recovery impact unique to his or her 
condition, and post it on a “personal page.” we then email the 
page for use at home, following all federal guidelines for dis-
tribution of patient electronic health information. this allows 
the patient to “revisit the visit” in the home setting, reinforcing 
proper execution of the movements and addressing questions 
raised as the patient engages independently with the home 
exercise program. we add to the page over time with subse-

the Impact 
of video 

on physical  therapy
Driving Patient recovery and Grow  th of your Practice

by MIChael roberTS, PT, MPT, CSCS

plugged�In
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quent therapies or answers to new questions that arise as the 
patient advances through treatment.

Supporting Compliance and  
Speeding Recovery
therapeutic outcomes with this type of instruction have been 
extremely positive. Use of video raises compliance rates of 
patients engaging in home therapy activities. my practice sends 
more than 100 videos per month. on average, 85% to 90% of the 
videos sent are viewed, and many are viewed frequently. we see 
people less often, patients receive more value in each visit, and 
they recover faster with the support of instruction readily avail-
able to them when they are not in the office. In addition, with 
90% to 95% of our patients paying for services through insur-
ance, this reduction in visits helps to ensure that our services 
fall well within the time and visit limitations set by payers for 
physical therapy services.

I use postwire in order to post video directly on a patient’s 
private page, which is like a personal video exercise worksheet. 

many other applications will also allow you to monitor who is 
or is not watching their video(s) and participating in their exer-
cises, encouraging adherence across the patient population. For 
the 10% to 15% of my patients who do not view their pages, 
I know that I have to change my approach or see them more 
frequently. this raises the quality of care among patients who 
are less likely to be adherent by addressing their learning styles 
individually and promptly.

we are now in the process of comparing clinical outcomes 
for patients who participate with video home exercise instruc-
tions with those who were provided traditional written instruc-
tion in an outpatient physical therapy setting. I am eager to 
see quantification of the impact of this new approach, but I 
have already received many anecdotal positive comments and 
feedback regarding how the use of video has supported patient 
recovery.

IMPaCT oF vIDeo, continued on page 23
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Don’t be held back by limitations. Whether partnering through 
acquisition or establishing a joint venture, Agility has the industry 
leadership, financial resources and infrastructure to take your 
practice to the next level. For more info, visit agilityhealth.com, call 
(616) 356-5033, or email us at partnering@agilityhealth.com today.

Is your physical therapy business 
stretching you too thin?
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IMPaCT oF vIDeo, continued from page 21

Growing the Business Through Referrals
physical therapy is a referral business. when physicians send 
patients my way, I share the videos of the patients’ treatments 
with them to keep them informed. this simple act has demon-
strated that we are doing something different, which has been 
eye-opening for the physicians who refer and has increased 
their referrals. I have been told that our practice stands out in 
its	use	of	this	proactive	communications	tool.	Quality	of	care	
and word of mouth are the engines that drive our growth. our 
patients also tell us that personal pages differentiate our prac-
tice, giving us a lead on our competition.

tina, a patient with a shoulder injury, used her personal page 
to guide her home-recovery routine. typically, I would have 
seen tina approximately twice a week for 6 weeks, a total of 12 
to 14 visits, but her commitment to home-based care using her 
personal page cut her visits in half, and she progressed more 
quickly. Some private practices worry that reducing the number 
of visits required could hurt their bottom line, but our experi-
ence has been the opposite. our bottom line has improved 
through referrals. For example, although tina’s visit frequency 
decreased, she has referred 5 friends. the reduced number of 
visits by 1 patient has been more than offset by visits from these 
new customers. our business has grown by more than 30% 
annually, mainly through increased referrals by both patients 

and physicians, with very little face-to-face marketing. the 
power of word-of-mouth marketing is astounding.

Providing an Impactful Marketing Lever
I often present at running clubs, triathlon symposiums, state 
police fitness meetings, and similar events. I use video to dem-
onstrate the power of “before and after” transformations. Use of 
video paints a clear picture of the impact of treatment and how 
quickly patients can recover when they follow their treatment 
plans correctly.

educating patients on how to follow through on a clear and 
complete exercise program has challenged our field in the past. 
the use of video has clearly demonstrated positive outcomes for 
the patient, including speed of recovery and a reduction in visits 
and associated costs. For my practice, using video technology has 
improved our patient-clinician communication, patient compli-
ance, service quality and satisfaction, and the health and recovery 
outcomes for our patients. It has also fueled our most powerful 
marketing tool, referrals, by differentiating our practice from other 
practices and growing our business and bottom-line results. n

Michael Roberts, PT, MPT, CSCS, is an owner of Central Mass 
Physical Therapy and Wellness in West Boylston, MA. He can be 
reached at mike@centralmasspt.com.

Don’t be held back by limitations. Whether partnering through 
acquisition or establishing a joint venture, Agility has the industry 
leadership, financial resources and infrastructure to take your 
practice to the next level. For more info, visit agilityhealth.com, call 
(616) 356-5033, or email us at partnering@agilityhealth.com today.

Is your physical therapy business 
stretching you too thin?
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Innovation’s�Edge

exeCuTIve SuMMary: expansion of your practice should 

be embraced within the current health care environment. 

recognize and learn the required steps and forming  

strategic alliances.

to expaNd or Not to expaNd? thIS caN Be a toUgh 
decision for many private practice owners. the question 
becomes even more complicated when operating in a health 
care environment in which it has become increasingly difficult 
to succeed and flourish. add to that an uncertain future that 
appears to include a continued dose of cutbacks and increased 
regulations. at some point, the environment forces us to face the 
question, “what does tomorrow hold, and what am I going to 
do about it?”

many private practice physical therapists and owners have 
expressed concerned views over the existing and impending 
changes in the delivery of physical therapy and what they may 
mean to our profession, and specifically to private practice. 

the views range from ignorance (regarding what is happening 
outside their clinic), to anger (with the changing environment 
and why it is not like it was yesterday), to fear (about how they 
will continue to be profitable if the impending changes occur). 
on the other end of the spectrum, I found some practice owners 
who were taking a more innovative approach, gleaning new 
opportunities, and strategically preparing their plan to overcome 
the negative aspects of the current and future changes.

I came to a critical juncture in my career about 5 years ago 
when I became more aware of the effect of the uncertainty of 
the future and tried to handle the challenges and common pit-
falls faced by most private practice owners. as I worked through 
this process, I had a few realizations regarding expansion strate-
gies and the business plan we implemented in our practice.

First, I had to look closely at our product with regard to its 
viability or sustainability, and how it ranked relative to similar 
health care providers. a multitude of other providers (chiroprac-
tors, personal trainers, massage therapists, acupuncturists, ath-
letic trainers, and various other “specialists”) claim to do some 
facet of what we do. they are all looking for their place in the 

by blaINe STIMaC, PT, MS
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health care scene and are attempting to become a “better and 
cheaper” solution. however, with our training and encompass-
ing ability to treat nonsurgical conditions of the musculoskeletal 
system, none can touch what we bring to the table when we 
do it well. the key is that we will need to do it well, a level 
far exceeding what has unfortunately become “average physi-
cal therapy.” In addition, we need to demand our value as the 
experts in this area. this value will dictate how we will be paid 
for our services and whether our product is worth paying for in 
this competitive market. If we do these two things well, we will 
be in good shape.

Second, I examined health care in general, the potential 
changes associated with health care reform, and how physi-
cal therapy will be positioned. In my view, health care as a 
whole should include much larger concepts of health, wellness, 
preventative medicine, and “prehabilitation.” our current model 
of waiting until things are fully dysfunctional for treatment to 

To exPaND or NoT, continued on page 26
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be deemed “medically necessary” is not sustainable. to survive 
and be well positioned within the reforming health care arena, 
physical therapists have to be willing to change, evolve, and 
embrace a new environment. Based on our skill set and training, 
we are the ideal practitioners to lead the future of prevention 
and wellness.

Third, private practice owners in general are rarely lacking in 
clinical competency and treatment skills, but are frequently defi-
cient in the skills needed to run a business. the average private 
practice owner often attempts to handle the business problems 
of his or her practice with an emphasis on clinical skills. most 
likely, clinical competency is not what gives them headaches 
and keeps them awake at night. as private practice owners, we 
need to be as good at running a business as we are at treat-
ing patients. I have found that many private practice owners 
are completely consumed and overwhelmed by the extensive 
knowledge and multitude of abilities needed to successfully 
handle and run a private practice. the knowledge and abilities 
needed include the following:

1. recruit and hire the right physical therapists and staff.
2. create a team that is productive, happy, and operates with 

intention. while this kind of team is very powerful, the 
owner frequently feels that “in order to get things done right, 
you have to do it yourself” instead.

3. organize the business to allow swift and coordinated deliv-
ery in all areas of the business, allowing efficiency, effective-
ness, and harmony of interaction.

4. manage all personnel, including the difficult staff member. 
Nothing creates more problems and waste than bad staff. as 
the saying goes, one bad apple spoils the bunch.

5. Understand the constantly changing insurance environment 
and its implications for the practice.

6. effectively bill and collect so that full payment is achieved for 
the services provided.

7. overcome current trends that have made it increasingly 
difficult to obtain new patients. this encompasses gaining 
knowledge relating to public relations, marketing, and sales.

8. ensure that all staff therapists are highly competent 
clinicians.

wow! that is a lot, but the good news is that this list is doable.
one must have competency in each of these areas to be suc-

cessful in private practice. the days are clearly numbered for a 
private practice to succeed simply because an “awesome” physi-
cal therapist has enough gumption to go out on his or her own.

after a thorough analysis, we felt expansion was necessary to 
the success of our practices. overall, we viewed expansion as 
a viable solution to overcoming the barriers for private practice 
and physical therapy as a whole. we felt that continuing the 
status quo would cause our private practice to ultimately be 
pinched into failure.

To exPaND or NoT, continued from page 25
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I identified a need to team up with others and form strategic 
alliances, both inside and outside my practice. I was empowered 
to realize that I personally could not be an expert in all areas 
needed. however, I could put together a team of professionals 
encompassing clinical practices, business practices, and product 
development, and extend a step further toward advocacy for 
our profession. Furthermore, I could do this in a manner that 
would allow us to perform at an expert level across the board, 
a guiding principle in the development of our expansion plans 
and business model.

with expansion and strategic alliances as part of our plan, 
we sought a model that allowed us to partner with practice 
owners and physical therapists whose goals and purposes 

aligned with ours. clinically, our physical therapists were highly 
driven and steadfast in their desire to help patients improve 
their function and consequently their lives. our expansion 
strategies and business model embraced this same sense of 
purpose: to help other current and aspiring private practice 
owners and the physical therapists on our team. we used this 
opportunity to build a team of like-minded professionals, while 
working toward solutions to the problems facing private prac-
tice. Following these principles, we have been able to watch 
physical therapists and owners blossom and flourish in their 
professional roles and lives. additionally, we have grown from 
1 to 6 clinics and have increased the number of patients we are 
helping by eightfold.

From our perspective, we all need to be pushing toward 
expansion in some way. Be strategic in making your plan and 
determining what is right for you. develop a strategy to face 
all the areas of your practice, not just those you like and in 
which you are skilled. No matter what specific path you choose, 
develop a plan and go for it. Be smart and prudent, but active 
and aggressive. n

Blaine Stimac, PT, MS, is a PPS member and chief executive 
officer and co-founder of Health & Rehab Solutions, Inc. He can 
be reached at blaine@healthrehabsolutions.com.
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exeCuTIve SuMMary: an overview of the types of 

coverage that can prevent your business from being crippled 

by the unexpected.

BUSINeSS INcome INSUraNce (BII), aLSo KNowN aS 
 business interruption insurance or time element insurance, is 
quite possibly one of the most important types of property cov-
erage a business can have. however, it is frequently misunder-
stood by many small business owners. all too often, businesses 
suffer unexpected losses and fail to reopen or even close down 
shortly after an event because of too little or no business income 
coverage. therefore, it is essential that coverage be discussed in 
detail with your insurance agent, accountant, and partners.

Business income coverage will help business owners recover 
lost income in the event of a full or partial loss to their property. 
For BII to play its part, there must be a direct physical loss to 
covered property that causes a business to shut down and in 
turn, lose income. once this happens, the business begins the 
“period of restoration” or recovery period.

the most common and perhaps the most comprehensive type 
of BII is called actual loss sustained (aLS). this type of coverage 
is for the loss of income a business actually sustains as a result 
of an event. Unfortunately, this type of coverage is not open-
ended. First, a waiting period will usually apply, such as a 24-, 
48- or 72-hour period from the time services stop (“interruption 
of services”) to when coverage begins. your selection will have 
an impact on the premium. once coverage starts, it usually lasts 
no longer than 12 months.

practice�Fundamentals

a place 
to turn  
when  

disaster Strikes
business Income Insurance

by rebeCCa l. bray, CISr, aND eD raMSey, PT, DPT
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depending on the type of business, you may want to consider 
including a specific limit to your BII. If this is the case, work 
with the insurance company to fill out an industry-specific 
business income worksheet. this worksheet will ask the proper 
questions to help calculate an accurate limit for your company. 
BII encompasses four basic things:

•	 Extra	expense
•	 Payroll
•	 Net	profits
•	 Continued	operating	expenses

extra expense is an important part of this coverage in the 
event of a loss. the extra expense portion BII will assist you 
in paying for relocation, additional rents, and advertisements to 

customers on your move, as well as the reasonable purchase of 
supplies to keep your business operational.

another very important consideration for optional coverage 
within BII is extended business income (eBI). once a business 
has reopened, it may take time to build back the clientele it had 
before the loss. eBI can assist while you are rebuilding your 
customer base.

Being a Proactive Business Owner
a proactive approach to BII is best. although the daily needs of 
running a business are demanding, consideration of what should 
be done in the event of a loss is paramount. when discussing 

a PlaCe To TurN, continued on page 31
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a PlaCe To TurN, continued from page 29

your insurance needs, also consider a business continuity plan. 
In an established business, it is never too late to put this type 
of plan in place. Such a plan can save time, money, and pos-
sibly your business in the event of a disaster. Some of the more 
important questions to consider include the following:

•	 How	long	would	it	take	to	rebuild	or	relocate	your	business?	
how much would it cost?

•	 How	long	would	it	take	to	replenish	lost	stock?	How	much	
would it cost?

•	 How	long	would	it	take	to	replace	any	lost	machinery?	How	
much would it cost?

•	 Does	your	business	have	a	“peak	season”?
•	 Would	you	be	subject	to	any	town	ordinances	or	laws	that	

would cause rebuilding to cost extra?

In the long run, it can be invaluable to your business to con-
template these questions. this exercise will help you to protect 
your business while things are good.

Your Employees Are Vital to Your Plan
your employees will be deeply affected by a loss. they may 
be out of work for a while or until you rebuild. how are they 
going to pay their bills; mortgage, rent, or child care expenses? 
ordinary payroll (op) is another coverage that you can consider 
within the BII plan, and it could be vital to the retention of your 
staff and the restart of your business. op coverage is not always 
included, so it is important to discuss this with your agent.

By adding op to your BII coverage, you can ensure that your 
employees are taken care of during the period of restoration, 
although a time limit is usually imposed on this coverage. com-
monly, 60 to 90 days of coverage are allowed. many policies 
treat payroll like any other cost incurred, but usually only for 
the fundamental employees who are actively helping bring the 
business back to life. a loss could be detrimental to the lifestyle 
of nonessential employees and to the business if this coverage is 
not offered.

a common misconception when a loss occurs is that employ-
ees can simply collect unemployment insurance benefits, 
which is indeed an option. however, having op coverage far 
outweighs the benefits of unemployment insurance. In most 
cases, unemployment benefits are considerably lower than 
the employee’s actual wages or salary, and would not provide 
adequate coverage to meet the displaced worker’s obligations. 
op coverage can help ensure that employees will return to their 
job if the employer is paying them during the restoration period.

Utilities Keep Your Business Running
with what seems to be an increase in catastrophic storms, 
another valuable type of BII coverage to consider is utility 
services time element or off-premises power coverage. this cov-
erage addresses interruption to power, communications, and/or 
water services caused by damage from a covered loss while you 

are away from the premises. the most common causes of loss to 
these utilities today are high winds and heavy snowstorms.

this coverage is not usually included in an insurance policy 
and must be added by your agent. this coverage can also 
include overhead transmission lines; however, communications, 
water, and power can be individually included or declined. 
For example, if your business does not rely heavily on proper 
water flow, you may not need to include water services in this 
coverage. also, as in the BII coverage discussed above, waiting 
periods may also apply. you must consider what might happen 
to your business if you were to lose one or all of these utilities 
for an extended period.

although business owners frequently think “It’s not going 
to happen to me,” luck is not always on our side. If the neces-
sary coverage of BII is not considered when purchasing your 
business’s insurance policies, a single event can ruin everything 
for which you have worked long and hard. take the time to put 
together a business continuity plan and have a detailed discus-
sion with your insurance agent about your operations, as there 
are many types of BII coverage that can be helpful and at a 
premium that fits your budget.

approximately 5 years ago, my practice experienced an 
extended power outage due to an ice storm. I had the same 
insurance company since I opened in 1997, and I was fairly 
knowledgeable of my coverage and policies. I called my agent 
during the initial loss period, before my business interruption 
waiting period. I immediately started gathering supporting data 
as my worst fears began to come true: the power outage could 
possibly last a week. after the waiting period passed, I duti-
fully called my agent and was informed that I did not qualify for 
the coverage. even though I had sustained an extended power 
outage loss at multiple facilities, somewhere in the addendums 
(that I never received), a tiny clause explained that in addition 
to the loss of a primary power source, a secondary source also 
had to fail. None of my locations had a secondary power source, 
and only 1 location had the ability to have a generator. to my 
great surprise, I was not aware of this clause and neither was 

a PlaCe To TurN, continued on page 32
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a PlaCe To TurN, continued from page 31

my agent. I had had this policy for more than 10 years, paying 
the premiums with the confidence that I had full coverage for 
many of the categories described above. I brought my issues to 
my agent, and after many unsuccessful appeals I borrowed an 
emergency $30,000 from the bank to prevent closing and was 
able to rebuild from the sustained losses. I fired my insurance 
agent of more than 10 years and started a new business relation-
ship. Lesson learned: go over every detail of your policy.

Just last winter during another regional ice storm, 3 of my 4 
locations experienced extended power outages starting on a Sat-
urday. I knew my policy in and out, and I knew I had a waiting 
period that started on Saturday (day 1). By monday, the ice 
damage was worse than initially thought and covered most of 
central massachusetts, with outages expected to be greater than 
1 week. my agent worked with my business manager to open a 
claim while I was at the ppS annual conference. I was confident 
that I had the coverage to cover all of my losses based on my 
policies. we were able to document our sustained losses, cover 
payroll, and replace the income lost from not being open. when 
the weather and roads cleared, many of our patients were still 
without power, but we were able to provide care and collect on 
our losses, which was much better than the previous experience!

Unfortunately, I also have a current experience upon which 
to report. a national cleaning company accidently left a hose 
running all weekend at my corporate office and largest clinic. the 
water flooded 4,000 square feet in 6 to 7 inches of water. within 1 
hour of opening on monday, my business manager had opened a 
claim and experts were there cleaning and repairing the damage. 
the cleaning company has not accepted fault, but the damage is 
being repaired completely, including walls, painting, and equip-
ment loss. the right insurance and agent allowed us to grow even 
with the types of setbacks no one thinks will happen to them—
but they just might. as we love to say to our patients and their 
insurance companies, prevention is cheaper than rehabilitation. 
prepare before the symptoms start. For practice owners, the best 
advice is to be prepared now, before disaster strikes. n

Rebecca L. Bray, CISR, is a commercial lines manager at 
Halstead Insurance Agency in Fitchburg, MA. She can be 
reached at rbray@halsteadins.com. Ed Ramsey, PT, DPT, is 
president and owner of Ramsey Rehab, Inc., in Worcester, MA. 
He can be reached at ed@RamseyRehab.com.
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Managing Practice 
Expansion with Logistics 

and Strategic Planning
by brIaN J. GallaGher, PT

exeCuTIve SuMMary: To effectively manage your 

practice’s growth, proper planning and establishing a 

corporate structure capable of affording you the most 

efficient use of your time and money are critical. Knowing 

how to access working capital and employing an effective 

system of operations to use your existing cash flow efficiently 

will enable you to expand your practice with much less 

stress and greater certainty.

wheN I gradUated From phySIcaL therapy SchooL 
20 years ago, I wanted to be the best physical therapist (pt) I 
could be by doing 2 things: (1) attending multiple continuing 
education courses per year, far in excess of my continuing edu-
cation budget; and (2) staying late and coming in early in order 
to be most prepared for my patients every day. Five years later, 

my wife and I started our first practice out of the third bedroom 
of our house with $3,000. eventually, it took over our basement, 
and so we moved into our first office space of 2,100 square 
feet. I hired the best pts in our community and offered them 
everything they wanted and more. at the time, I thought all we 
needed to do in order to be successful is hire great pts, and as 
long as I treated everybody as equals while exchanging in abun-
dance with them, what could go wrong? well, I quickly learned 
the answer: just about everything. I had people earning full-time 
benefits for working only 30 hours a week. I had a growing 
accounts receivable with my 120+ days accounts more than 35% 
of my total receivables! I had pts who were more than 2 weeks 
behind in their documentation. the kicker was that we were 
seeing only 8 patients a day, at a rate of 1 every hour. I would 
walk around asking myself, “Isn’t there anyone out there who 
has been through this before and has worked out a logical set of 
tools and possesses a body of knowledge that I could apply to 
this problem in order to make it successful?”

Innovation’s�Edge
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Managing Practice 
Expansion with Logistics 

and Strategic Planning
Fast-forward to today, and my life is an entirely different story. 

after building up that practice to a $6 million business, I suc-
cessfully sold it, only to take it back again 2 years later out of 
near bankruptcy and turn it around to be practice of the year, 
according to Advance Magazine 2011.

contrary to what you might hear out there, physical therapy, 
in my opinion, is still the number-one profession in health care, 
and with the right set of tools and body of knowledge, a physi-
cal therapy practice can easily be the most successful business 
you’ll ever run. By successful, I mean a business that meets your 
financial goals while at the same time affording you the freedom 
to enjoy the life that you have envisioned for yourself. all too 
often, I meet owners who are in the business of creating a job 
for themselves, resulting in having less time and more frustration 
while running a management-by-fire operation.

MaNaGING PraCTICe exPaNSIoN, continued on page 36
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MaNaGING PraCTICe exPaNSIoN, continued from page 35

First and foremost, you need a plan of action: your business 
strategic plan. your strategic plan must define your purpose and 
goals for being in business. It is the road map to ensure that 
the action steps you eventually take do not take you off course. 
connected to your strategic plan are an operational program 
and a marketing program. these two programs include a series 
of step-by-step actions that you need to take in order to com-
plete the specific targets and goals in your business strategic 
plan. these programs support your strategic plan and make 
you turn your goals into reality.

you then must use these tools to assess your working 
capital and operate within the logistics of your financial 
means during the first year of your plan. having worked 
with financial institutions several times, my impression is 
that they are looking for you to be realistic about your costs 
and to  substantiate your marketing growth within a margin 
of reality that they can share. If you present them with some 
“pie in the sky” growth rate of new patients coupled with 
some unbelievably successful billing and collections numbers, 
they are apt to be much more aggressive in scrutinizing your 
loan package.

once your business strategic plan has been successful in 
acquiring the financial resources necessary, “logistics” are next. 
whether you are a start-up, are ready to expand, or need your 

practice to turnaround, the following actions need to be taken in 
sequential order:

1. environment
2. Structure
3. personnel
4. System of operations

Environment
elements in selecting your location and office size include easy 
ingress/egress, traffic count, signage, nearby anchor tenant, and 
the community’s 5- to 10-year growth trend. Next, examine 
the internal environment. the current sweet spot for start-up 
clinics is between 1,500 and 2,100 square feet in size, and a fully 
equipped clinic costs around $50,000. Knowing exactly what 
to buy and where to buy can save you thousands of dollars, 
whether you are expanding or opening for the first time.

Structure
I have visited clinics that look like a summer cottage with 
multiple additions, and the floor plan no longer makes sense. 
the result is miscommunication, confusion, and lack of unilat-
eral decision-making, resulting in ineffective time management 
and dollars lost through inefficiency. If an architect cannot fully 
envision your future use of a space and how the people are 
going to operate within that space, the architect cannot create 
the ideal space for you to operate. Spend time developing the 
divisions of your company’s operations and the people you will 
need within those divisions to allow you to operate with some 
level of efficiency. practices frequently are either understaffed 
or heavily overstaffed in their management personnel, primarily 
because their structure has fallen short and some responsibilities 
are duplicated, or other areas lack accountability entirely. once 
you have clarity on the precise structure for your operation, you 
can avoid wasting dollars.

Structure is the leading element that personnel and system of 
operations must rely upon to be successful. For example, decide 
in advance whether your billing will be in-house or outsourced. 
Both have been proven successful, but may work for you only 
during specific times in your business development.

Personnel
this is the number-one problem for all small business owners. 
Knowing how to attract the best and brightest personnel who will 
contribute to your mission as problem solvers and not problem 
makers is critical. a comprehensive recruiting, interviewing, orien-
tation, training, and ongoing professional enhancement program 
to educate and motivate your clinical and administrative staff will 
allow every member to contribute to the standards set for your 
practice. without a thorough understanding of human behavior 
and emotional reactions, you will find it difficult to assemble a 
team of autonomous individuals with high-level responsibility to 
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control their areas. as a result, all problems will fall back on you 
and you will walk around wondering, “how many times do I 
have to repeat myself?“ and “why is it that they cannot see what I 
see and just take care of it?” I highly recommend that you test all 
incoming	employees	with	an	IQ	test,	a	personality	test,	or	an	apti-
tude test, in addition to a series of objective interview questions 
that allow you to see the real person in front of you.

System of Operations
as you now know, managing by personality never works. we 
have all heard about the importance of pay-for-performance 
and evidence-based therapies, which are based on the idea that 
one’s value is tied to products that can be objectively measured, 
not subjectively talked about. with an ideal environment, a 
proper structure, and the right people, you just need to follow 
through with the proper system of operations that spells out 
clearly to every member of your team what you will be measur-
ing them against. the outcome data or product that they are 
producing for the company is in exchange for their financial 
compensation. avoid assembling a group of people who are 
exchanging time for money.

highly motivated and productive employees thrive in this 
environment. multiple studies demonstrate that top-performing 
employees win most often when they are acknowledged and 

validated for the products they produce. In a busy and produc-
tive office where everyone knows what is expected of them and 
is working hard to achieving their weekly targets, employees are 
often happy. In an office where people are sitting around bored 
or looking for something to do, the conversation is often full 
of criticism and complaints. great pts know that they are great 
because their outcomes demonstrate their greatness. place the 
correct targets in front of the right people, and your business 
expansion is inevitable.

when I lacked certainty on how to set up, manage, and 
operate my practice, I worked harder and longer than anyone 
else around me. my staff had a better life than I was living, 
because I lacked training in how to properly run the business as 
an executive. often, what you do not know holds you back from 
reaching your goals. Instead of making decisions based on how 
you feel, use objective data to manage your team and achieve 
the targets and goals you have set for them. my advice is to set 
aside 3% to 5% of your yearly gross income and reinvest it in 
yourself and your key players to become better executives: a gift 
that will keep giving to you and your practice into the future. n

Brian J. Gallagher, PT, is a PPS member, chief executive officer 
of MEG Business Management, and owner of Cypress Creek 
Therapy. He can be reached at brian@megbusiness.com.
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S P R E A D I N G  T h E  W O R D

Clean up your Title Tags
by Tannus Quatre, PT, Mba, aTC, CSCS

BEINg	FouND	oNLINE	REQuIRES	
more than a nice-looking website these 
days, and we can expect this trend to 
continue. In our increasingly digital world, 
our ability to be found online depends 
largely on what computers see, rather than 
what the human eye sees. title tags are 
one such example.

Title tags refer to the snippet of code 
used to give each page on your website 
a “title” in the eyes of search engines. 
title tags can be seen at the top of most 
website browsers by people visiting the 
site; however, the primary role of the 
title tag is to provide search engines with 
important information about what they 
can expect to find on each page.

often, title tags are neglected or other-
wise underoptimized by private practice 
websites, providing much opportunity for 
those that choose to embrace the practice 
of title tag optimization. Because modify-
ing title tags requires very little work or 
experience by your website developer, 
making sure these tags are optimized is 
an easy and important duty for the admin-
istrator of your website.

to begin optimizing your title tags, 
follow these tips:

•	 Front-load your title tags with search-
able keywords. If your San Francisco-
based practice is named ABC Physical 
Therapy, and you want to be found 
by people looking for back pain 
specialists in your area, consider the 
title tag, “Back pain Specialists – San 
Francisco – aBc physical therapy” 
in order to position the most relevant 
keywords at the beginning of the 
title tag.

•	 Match title tag content with page 
content. when you use the same 
phrases in your title tags and your 
page content, search engines have 
more confidence in the validity of your 
content, and provide higher rankings 
in return. In the example above, page 
content that includes the phrases “back 
pain specialists,” “San Francisco,” and 
“aBc physical therapy” would likely 
improve the quality of search results 
for that page.

•	 Keep title tags short. most search engine 
optimization experts recommend title 
tags of no more than 70 characters. 
Search engines often truncate longer 
tags, and phrasing based on longer tags 
may dilute the presence of important 
keywords.

•	 Be unique. title tags should be unique 
to each page and consistent with the 
content found in the body of each page 
of the website.

•	 Get help. optimizing title tags is easy, 
and your website administrator should 
be able to easily accommodate the 
changes recommended above. n

Tannus Quatre, PT, MBA, ATC, CSCS,  
is an editorial board member and 
principal at Vantage Clinical Solutions.  
He can be reached at tannus@
vantageclinicalsolutions.com.

Meetings Conference Calls
February 21–23, 2013 Annual Graham Sessions

Memphis, TN
Institute Board Meeting—Thursday 
PPS Board Meeting—Saturday 

February 12, 2013 
(tentative)

January 8, 2013 
(tentative)

May 10–11, 2013 Board Meeting 
Alexandria, VA

2013 Board of Directors Meetings 
and Conference Calls
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P P S  2 0 1 2  A N N u A L  C O N F E R E N C E  C D  O R D E R  F O R M
Learn from the experts…valuable information is just a click away! 

First�Name�______________________________________ �Last�Name�__________________________________________

Company�� _________________________________________________________________________________________

address��___________________________________________________________________________________________

City��______________________________________________________�state�_____________�ZIp�Code_______________

tel�_________________________�Fax�_____________________�Email�(required)�________________________________

Content available as Online Access through Live Learning Center

Media Conference registrants non-registrants

Price Price

pre-Conference�workshops��
� •� session�101�–�Claims,�Coding�&�appeals
� •� session�102�–�Navigating�in�an�aCo

$�400/session $�450/session

Full�Conference�(includes all recorded sessions except pre-conference 
workshops)

$�395 $�850

paYMENt:�� ❑�Visa� ❑�M/C� ❑�aMEX� ❑�Check�(payable�to�pps)� Grand Total (u.S. funds)� $� ____________

Credit�Card�#�_______________________________________________________________________Expiration�Date___________________

Cardholder’s�Name:��_________________________________________________________________________________________________

signature��_________________________________________________________________________________________________________

return this form nO LATEr than April 29, 2013, to:

MaIL:�

private�practice�section,�apta�
1055�N.�Fairfax�street,�suite�204�

alexandria,�Va�22314

FaX:�

or,�fax�to�703/299-2411

EMaIL:�

lauriekendall-ellis@apta.org

•  Preserve the PPS 2012 Annual Conference & 
Exposition and all its vital information.

•  All recorded session content is Audio synched to 
PowerPoint (if PowerPoint is used) and AVAILABLE 
ONLINE.

•  Content is CEU approved & provides an excellent 
educational resource for you and your staff. 
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I
IS It poSSIBLe that INcoNveNIeNcINg yoUr aUdIeNce 
can increase your persuasiveness? according to dr. robert 
cialdini, professor of psychology and marketing at arizona 
State University, the answer is Yes!. In a book that explores the 
depths of human psychology and how to persuade individuals 
to say “yes,” cialdini reveals 50 scientifically proven insights into 
human behavior.

If you want to influence patients and referral sources to rec-
ognize you as an expert, cialdini highlights the importance of 
testimonials. “while people are more likely to follow the herd, 
they will follow the herd most like them.” you want testimoni-
als that appeal to your target audience, not necessarily the ones 
that make you most proud. cialdini adds, “It’s important to 
show approval/appreciation of the socially approved behavior 
to encourage acceptance of that behavior.”

cialdini explores examples of how a new, superior product 
could mean more sales of an inferior one, creating an inter-
esting decision-making process among consumers. when 
consumers must make a choice between two products, they 
often compromise by opting for the less expensive version. 
however, if a third product were to be offered that was more 
expensive than the other two choices, the compromise choice 
would shift from the economy-priced product to the moderately 
priced product. In practice, this means that you may have a 
higher acceptance rate for your “regular” cash-pay service if it 
is sandwiched between a less expensive option and a far more 
expensive option.

according to cialdini, when it comes to motivating patients 
and improving treatment compliance, an ounce of personalized 
effort is worth a pound of persuasion. the more personalized 
the gesture, the higher the chance of compliance and recogni-
tion toward that gesture.

three factors make a gift or favor more persuasive and, as a 
result, more likely to be reciprocated. the first is significance, 
which does not mean an increase in cost, but rather focuses 
on the way it is delivered. the other 2 factors are unexpected-
ness and personalization. In keeping with these components, an 
exercise band so that your patient can complete a home exercise 
program effectively is a significant, unexpected, and personal-
ized gift, and can improve adherence.

the timeline of the gesture affects the perception of both 
the giver and the receiver. as soon as a favor is given, the 
receiver values it more than the giver. however, as time goes 
on, the value decreases for the receiver and increases for 
the giver.

In practice, imagine that a patient feels a decrease in pain 
from 7/10 to 1/10 after a treatment session. this is the best time 
to ask the patient for a testimonial, a family or friend referral, 
or to sign a thank-you card for the physician, because that is 
perfect timing.

If you want to learn ways to encourage patients to return, 
influence physicians to refer, and motivate staff members to 
work effectively as a team, this insight into human behavior is 
an effective, scientifically validated synopsis of everything that 
makes human beings tick. n

Nitin Chhoda, PT, DPT, CSCS, is an Impact editorial board 
member and co-owner of In Touch EMR in Denville, NJ.  
He can be reached at support@therapynewsletter.com.

yes!
robert�B.�Cialdini�
Free�press,�reprint�edition�December�2009�
reviewed�by�Nitin�Chhoda,�pt,�Dpt,�CsCs

B O O k  R E V I E W

According to Cialdini, when it comes 

to motivating patients and improving 

treatment compliance, an ounce of 

personalized effort is worth a  

pound of persuasion.
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www.EvidenceInMotion.com/impact
502-413-6184 | info@eimpt.com

Enroll in EIM’s 12-month Executive Program in 
Private Practice Management with optional 
Transition DPT. It enhances the business intelligence  
and savvy of owners/managers, with practical  
applications to take your practice to the next level.

Why wait? Apply today for a head start on  
clinical courses beginning in March 2013.  
Management courses begin in September 2013.

GivE your PrivaTE PracTicE 
a sTraTEGic, coMPETiTivE 
aDvanTaGE in ThE MarkETPlacE

In Partnership with
PRIVATE PRACTICE SECTION

American Physical Therapy Association

Be associated with the BEsT faculty and
private practitioners in PT

Robert G. Dicus Award winners

•	Larry	Benz	(2012) 
•	Steve	Anderson	(2010)

PPS Private Practice of the Year

•	TexPTS	(2009) 
•	Movement for Life	(2012) 
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A

Mike�wehrhahn�and�Justin�Lee�are�
graduate��students�in�their�last�year�of�the�
Doctor�of�physical�therapy�program�at�
Ithaca�College�in�New�York�and�winners�of�
this�year’s�pps�student�Business�Concept�
Competition.�their�company,�revopt,�
provides�mobile�and�video-based�exer-
cise�prescription�solutions�for�physical�
therapists.�as�winners�of�the�competition,�
they�were�invited�to�attend�the�2012�pps�
annual�Conference�in�Las�Vegas,�Nevada,�
and�we�asked�them�to�write�about�their�
experience.�Here’s�what�they�had�to�say.

attending the ppS annual conference was 
an amazing opportunity. we are extremely 
grateful to ppS for sponsoring the Student 
Business contest and giving us a once-
in-a-lifetime chance to learn and grow. 
we are both business-minded people 
and love that aspect of physical therapy, 
but physical therapy curriculums do not 
have much room for business education. 
we enjoyed experiencing the power of 
continuing education firsthand. In 4 days, 
we learned lessons that will benefit us our 
entire careers. the sessions we attended 
were all eye-opening and informative, and 
the breadth of topics offered allowed us to 
choose the ones most applicable to us as 
new professionals.

our favorite session was “defining 
value in physical therapy care,” presented 
by Jeff hathaway and John childs. one 
of the overwhelming themes we felt at 
the conference was dismay over decreas-
ing payment rates and looming health 
care changes. Jeff and John’s presentation 
laid a great foundation for how physical 
therapists should position themselves in 
the evolving health care system.

we met a lot of great people in Las 
vegas. the conference was not only an 

opportunity to learn, but also a great 
opportunity for us to expand our net-
works. we talked to practice owners 
from all over the country! we are also 
very thankful to Laurie Kendall-ellis and 
marc rubenstein for involving us at the 
conference and helping us make new 
connections.

we were asked to moderate sessions 
and introduce speakers for a number of 
presentations, which allowed us to talk 
one-on-one with some of the presenters 
and “pick the brains” of some of the most 
respected people in the profession.

we left the conference with mixed feel-
ings about the state of the profession. an 
interesting dynamic between concern and 
optimism existed at the conference, and it 
sometimes felt like the profession is sitting 
on some sort of bubble. patient visits and 
payment rates are decreasing and eating 
into clinic profits. at the same time, clini-
cians feel deserving of higher pay, and a 
cloud of uncertainty lingers over health 
care reform. physical therapy as a profes-
sion appears to be on the brink of change, 
but after attending the conference, it is 
clear that the private practice Section and 
its members are at the forefront.

If our experience with founding and 
running a start-up has taught us one thing, 
it is that business is all about creating 
value. the value proposition that physical 
therapists have as providers who deliver 
efficient and cost-effective care is a power-
ful one in the new health care landscape. 
however, if we fail to live up to our 
potential by remaining stuck in the fee-for- 
service mentality of quantity over quality, 
the services physical therapists provide will 
only continue to become commoditized.

demonstrating and marketing the value 
we create in the health care system is the 
path to our profession’s brighter tomorrow. 
while it is a tough shell to crack, we feel 
that continuing to develop and support 
new care delivery and business models 
is imperative to the future success of the 
profession. n

Mike and Justin’s company, revoPT, 
currently has a mobile application in 
beta testing and was 1 of 8 companies 
that participated in last summer’s 
prestigious StartFast Venture Accelerator 
Program in Syracuse, NY. For more 
information, visit www.myrevopt.com or 
email team@myrevopt.com.

V I E W P O I N T

PPS Student business Concept Competition

For more information go to www.ppsapta.org

Make plans now!

November 6–9, 2013 

Hyatt Regency New Orleans 

New Orleans, Louisiana
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2013 robert g. dicus award Criteria and details
Private Practice Section Outstanding Service Award

D I C u S  A W A R D

The purpose of the robert G. Dicus award is to acknowledge a 
single member of the Private Practice Section whose contributions 
to the Section as a whole, at both the Section level and the aPTa 
level, like those of robert G. Dicus, have been of exceptional 
value. Please review the suggested criteria and guidelines for the 
nominating process, and send us your nominees for the award on 
the form provided on the next page.

Criteria
a. must be a physical therapist or Life physical therapist member 

in good standing of the private practice Section. award may be 
presented posthumously to those meeting membership eligibil-
ity qualifications.

B. has participated and been involved in the Section through 
committee and/or task force appointments and other Section 
activities.

c. persisting and lasting contributions in 4 of the following areas:
1. Professional Competence—Clinical: demonstrates evi-

dence of exceptional service in the area of clinical practice 
on a continuing basis.

2. Professional Expertise—Educational: demonstrates 
outstanding ability to educate and motivate colleagues and 
students to acquire new knowledge and foster, in them, an 
attitude of professional responsibility in meeting the health 
needs of the people served by our profession.

3. Delivery of Services: has developed new or innovative 
methods, systems, or concepts in the practice and admin-
istration of physical therapy services which previously 
were not adequately addressed.

4. Services to the Profession and Community at Large: 
has provided service in the community which demonstrates 
the scope and dimension of professional responsibility.

5. Participates in the APTA or Other Organizations: 
demonstrates on a continuing basis the development of 
the profession through involvement with the apta and 
has made contributions at the chapter, district, national 
and/or international levels. has served on committees, 
held elected office(s), participated in professional and 
business meetings, served on regulatory boards, and/or 
involved in legislative activities.

6. Commitment to Private Practice: demonstrates an 
abiding commitment to private practice as evidenced by 
participating in continuing private practice education, and 
by actively contributing to the education of others about 
private practice through such things as publications, semi-
nars, lectures and workshops.

7. Public Relations or Political Participation: demon-
strates a willingness to publicize the contributions which 
has advanced the profession of physical therapy and the 
physical therapist in private practice; has participated in 
political action activities to further the cause of the profes-
sion and the private practice of physical therapy.

eligibility
1. all nominees for the award must be private practice Section 

members in good standing.
2. members excluded from eligibility, during their  respective 

period or terms of service are: private practice Section 
employees (exception: a Section employee shall not be 
excluded if the services that constitute the basis for the award 
nomination were performed at a time when the individual 
was not an employee.), members of the awards committee 
responsible for recommending or selecting recipient(s) of the 
award; and members of the Board of directors.

Procedure
a. Nominations must be submitted by private practice Section 

members in good standing.
B. Nomination packages must be submitted with a completed 

nomination form.
c. the nominator is responsible for submitting the following 

documents to the ppS office as a single award nomination 
package. the Nomination package must contain
1. current nomination form.
2. Nominee curriculum vitae or resume.
3. Letter of support by the nominator, which specifically 

focuses on the strengths of the nominee in relation to at 
least 4 of the 7 criteria areas. additional letters of support 
for a nominee may be sent to the Section under separate 
cover.

d. Incomplete award nomination packages will not be eligible 
for consideration. carefully review before submitting.

e. all nomination packages must be received by June 6, 2013. 
Nomination packages will not be returned. the nominations 
will be judged based on the eligibility and criteria require-
ments as set by the awards committee

F. In the event those candidates nominated do not meet the 
criteria for eligibility, the awards committee reserves the 
right to postpone the selection of a candidate until such time 
as a candidate meeting the requirements for eligibility is 
nominated. n
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2013 robert g. dicus award Nomination Form
deadline for nomination: June 6, 2013

the�following�person�is�nominated�for�consideration�for�the��
robert�g.�Dicus�award,�private�practice�section�outstanding�service�award:

I�wish�to�Nominate:�� __________________________________________________________________________

practice�Name:��______________________________________________________________________________

work�address��_______________________________________________________________________________

City:�______________________________________________________ �state�___________�ZIp______________

phone:�work�(�� � � )��_________________________________ �Fax�(�� � � )�___________________________

ATTAChMEnTS
u� Nominee’s�curriculum�vitae.

u� �Letter�of�support�by�the�nominator,�which�specifically�focuses�on�the�strengths�of�the�nominee�in�relation�to�
at�least�4�of�the�7�criteria�areas.

u� �other�supporting�documentation.

u� �additional�letters�of�support�for�a�nominee�may�be�sent�to�the�section�under�separate�cover.

Name�of�Nominator:�� _________________________________________________________________________

Name�of�practice:��____________________________________________________________________________

work�address:�� ______________________________________________________________________________

City:�______________________________________________________ �state�___________�ZIp______________

phone:� work�(� � � �)�� __________________________ �Fax:�(�� � � )�________________________________

signature:�� ________________________________________________ �Date�submitted:�___________________

(signature�of�Nominator)
Submit or direct questions to:

private�practice�section,�apta�
attn:�awards�Committee�

1055�N.�Fairfax�street,�ste.�204�
alexandria,�Va�22314�
phone:�703/299-2410�

Fax:�703/299-2411�
Email:�privatepracticesection@apta.org

pps�oFFICE�UsE�:

�Date�received:�______________�Documents�Verified:�______________�pps�Member�Verified:�____________
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Aapta hoSted the 2012 paymeNt 
policy Forum in alexandria, va, on 
december 1–2, 2012. the forum was held 
in conjunction with the State Legislative 
Forum. payment updates were provided 
by apta reimbursement and legal staff, 
including Karen Jost, carmen elliot, and 
gayle Lee. with so many upcoming 
changes for 2013, physical therapists (pts) 
will need to stay up-to-date and be pre-
pared for the necessary changes.

Commercial Payer update
commercial payers across the country 
continue to implement strategies to 
decrease their payment for and utiliza-
tion of rehabilitation services. In addi-
tion, reimbursement is becoming more 
complex, with a growth in self-funded 
employers designing benefit plans that 
are often more restrictive than the typical 
group health plans offered by major 
payers. Furthermore, these self-funded 
employers are seeking utilization manage-
ment through third-party vendors, such 
as orthonet, that typically are used by 
the large carriers. another initiative that 
some payers continue to use is payment 
differentials or limited coverage for 
physical therapist assistants. apta worked 
successfully to eliminate this restriction 
in the benefits designed by wal-mart for 
its employees. however, it continues to 
be an area requiring payment advocacy. 
Furthermore, payers have detailed varying 
supervision requirements for physical 
therapist assistants. another growing trend 
is cost shifting to patients through higher 
deductibles and copayments. In several 
states, pts have lobbied for legislation lim-
iting copayment amounts, and legislation 
has been implemented in Kentucky and 
South dakota. Furthermore, pts across the 
country are reporting an increase in plans 
designed with  “deductibles per visit” as an 

alternative strategy to shift cost without 
affecting copayments. many state chap-
ters and private practice special interest 
groups are identifying ways to lobby for 
limitations in patient liability through state 
legislation.

another change for pts in western 
states is the transition to United health-
care contracting to administer trIcare 
west. participating pts were mailed an 
addendum to their contracts in September 
to continue as participating providers for 
trIcare as it transitions to management 
by United healthcare. apta expects a 
provider manual from United health-
care to be mailed by January 2013. the 
civilian health and medical program 
of the department of veterans affairs 
(champva) is also affected by this 
transition. champva is a health benefits 
program in which the department of 
veterans affairs (va) shares the cost of 
certain health care services and supplies 
with eligible beneficiaries. champva is 
managed by the va’s health administra-
tion center (hac), and does not require 
providers to be contracted. however, pts 
must be licensed in their state and cannot 
be on the medicare exclusion list. the fee 
schedule is based on a percentage of the 
trIcare maximum allowable rates, and is 
located on page 20 of your optum health–
trIcare amendment. the trIcare 
maximum allowable rates can be viewed 
at www.tricare.mil/cmac/home.aspx.

United healthcare has partnered 
with the same entity currently paying 
trIcare claims in the North and South 
regions. the trIcare claims proces-
sor is  palmetto government Benefits 
administrators (pgBa, LLc), a division of 
Blue cross Blue Shield of South carolina. 
the new payer Id number is 99726 and 
should be used for dates of service start-
ing april 1, 2013, when submitting claims 

to United healthcare military & veterans. 
however, please wait until the transition 
date occurs in april 2013 before making 
any updates to the payer Id. apta has 
information to assist members with navi-
gating the transition. Some points to note 
for private practices include the following:

•	 united	Healthcare	Military	&	Veterans	
has been awarded the department 
of defense contract to provide the 
trIcare west region with managed 
care support services.

•	 united	Healthcare	will	replace	the	
current trIcare west region contrac-
tor on april 1, 2013.

•	 united	Healthcare	has	contracted	with	
optum health to provide the physi-
cal therapy, occupational therapy, and 
speech-language pathology network.

•	 All	participating	optum	Health	pro-
viders in the trIcare west region 
were sent a trIcare amendment in 
September 2012, and this new provider 
contract must be executed for your 
practice to remain a participating pro-
vider with trIcare.

•	 Additional	providers	were	sent	TRI
care amendments in october 2012.

•	 optum	Health’s	utilization	manage-
ment program is not a requirement 
for trIcare, so pts will not need to 
complete the patient Summary Form 
for this patient population.

Medicare Functional limitation 
reporting for Therapy Services
Beginning in 2013, pts, occupational 
therapists, and speech language patholo-
gists providing outpatient therapy services 
must submit information on the claim 
form regarding their patient’s functional 

P A y M E N T

update from aPTa Payment Policy Forum
Submitted by the Private Practice Section Payment Policy Committee

PayMeNT uPDaTe, continued on page 51



meet your customers’ needs with solutions from WorkWell Systems
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customized programs and network of expert Workwell Quality Providers (WQP) help corporations 
achieve signifi cant reductions in on-the-job injuries and Workers’ Compensation costs. 

Unsurpassed support
Following training in WorkWell’s custom-designed protocols to gain expertise and 
professional skills in the areas of work injury prevention, early intervention, and stay at 
work/return to work, WQP receive unparralled support. Clinical and technical support is 
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develop with 
authority
by Tannus Quatre, PT, Mba, aTC, CSCS

aS BUSINeSS owNerS, we grow 

through the pressures placed upon us 

in our positions of authority, and our 

team members grow in a similar manner. 

entrusting progressive levels of author-

ity to our personnel allows our team the 

chance to grow through the pride and 

challenge associated with being account-

able to others, while expanding our 

own capacity through the delegation of 

responsibility—truly a win-win.

put some thought into those on your 

team who show prowess as future 

leaders within your company, and start 

early with a gradual increase in author-

ity in order to achieve and maintain their 

interest, engagement, and effort within 

your practice. n

PayMeNT uPDaTe, continued from page 49

 limitations. the functional limitation 
data collection requirement applies to 
outpatient therapy services provided by 
hospitals, critical access hospitals, skilled 
nursing facilities (part B), comprehensive 
outpatient rehabilitation facilities, rehabili-
tation agencies, home health agencies (part 
B), and private offices of therapists, physi-
cians, and nonphysician practitioners. the 
functional reporting requirement was man-
dated by the middle class tax relief act 
of 2012, and the centers for medicare and 
medicaid Services (cmS) intends to utilize 
this information in the future to reform 
payment for outpatient therapy services.

Under this new rule, nonpayable 
g-codes and modifiers will be included on 
the claim forms to capture data on the ben-
eficiary’s functional limitations at the outset 
of the therapy episode, at a minimum 
every tenth visit, and at discharge. addi-
tionally, the pt’s projected goal for func-
tional status at the end of treatment will 
be reported at these same time intervals. 
modifiers will indicate the extent of the 
severity of the functional limitation.

the reporting of the functional limita-
tions on the claim form will be imple-
mented on January 1, 2013, but to ensure 
smooth transition, cmS has set a testing 
period from January 1 through July 1, 
2013. after July 1, 2013, claims submit-
ted without the appropriate g-codes and 
modifiers will be returned unpaid. please 

see apta Functional Limitation reporting 
under the medicare webpage for further 
details. we will be adding resources to 
the webpage throughout the next several 
months to assist members with implement-
ing these new reporting requirements, 
including a webinar with an overview of 
the functional limitation reporting require-
ments available to members for download.

Medicare Claim review Programs 
booklet available for download
the “medicare claim review programs: 
mr, NccI edits, mUes, cert, and rac” 
Booklet (IcN 006973) was revised and is 
now available for downloading at http://
www.cms.gov/outreach-and-education/
medicare-Learning-Network-mLN/mLN 
products/downloads/mcrp_Booklet.pdf. 
this booklet is designed to provide educa-
tion on the different cmS claim review 
programs and assist providers in reducing 
payment errors, including coverage and 
coding errors. the booklet also includes 
frequently asked questions, resources, 
and an overview of the various programs, 
including medical review, recovery audit 
contractor, and the comprehensive error 
rate testing program

Managed Care Contracting Toolkit 
Now available
apta’s payment and practice manage-
ment department recently released a 

members-only toolkit to help pts make 
informed decisions about joining a 
provider network. the managed care 
contracting toolkit (http://www.apta.
org/payment/privateInsurance/) pro-
vides valuable information about joining 
a managed care plan and securing and 
tracking contracts. a chapter on “doing 
the math” can help you decide which 
fee schedules, patient populations, and 
payment methodologies are best suited 
to your practice. the toolkit also breaks 
down the pros and cons of common 
payment methods used by third-party 
payers, and offers information on negoti-
ating contracts.

Other resources for Payment issues
In addition, the payment policy com-
mittee continues to offer resources for 
private practices through the ppS website. 
recently added resources include webi-
nars on managed care contracting and 
updates on medicare. Financial assis-
tance grants to address payment issues 
are also available to section members. 
Finally, the payment policy committee 
consists of private practice administra-
tors throughout the country, and their 
expertise is available to members. If you 
have questions or concerns regarding 
payment or reimbursement for ser-
vices, please contact the ppS office at 
privatepracticesection@apta.org. n

T A L E N T  P O O L
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CcaN yoU SmeLL It? ah, SprINg. SooN 
the buds will be on the trees, and the 
flowers will be pushing up through the 
ground to find the sun. along with the 
flowers will be hordes of athletes, from 
youths to seniors, heading outdoors to 
pursue their favorite sports. If your prac-
tice specializes in orthopedic and sports 
injuries, this is probably a very busy time 
of year for you. a defined marketing and 
public relations plan can ensure your 
success with this strong market segment. 
So, what are you waiting for? here are 
some ideas to motivate the masses to and 
through your doors.

“Baseball been berry, berry good to 
me.…” okay, if you weren’t watching Sat-
urday Night Live in the late ’70s, you might 
not remember this skit. however, I have 
to say that garret morris was a vision-
ary. the number of children involved in 
youth baseball remains strong, and many 
children are playing not only for town 
leagues, but on amateur athletic Union 
and travel teams as well. the number of 
injuries has not only increased, but the 

type of injuries seen are starting earlier 
and earlier in the youth baseball player’s 
career. according to dr. James andrews, 
he sees 4 times as many overuse injuries 
in youth sports now as  5 years ago, and 
more kids are having surgery for chronic 
sports injuries. “complicating the issue 
with many of these young athletes is their 
immature bones, poor biomechanics, 
a lack of knowledgeable coaching, and 
inadequate conditioning.”1 as physical 
therapists, we are in a great position to 

help educate the youth, coaches, and 
parents in our community.

Some great organizations promote 
safety in the sport of baseball. the amer-
ican orthopedic Society for Sports medi-
cine has developed the Stop Sports 
Injuries (Sports trauma and overuse pre-
vention: http://www.stopsportsinjuries.org/) 
campaign, which provides valuable infor-
mation to coaches, athletes, parents, and 
health care providers on a wide variety  
of sports injury and prevention topics. 
contributors have written articles with 
useful information that can be used in a 
variety of marketing and public relations 
campaigns, so get ready to play ball! here 
are some ideas to get started—we hope 
some of them are home runs!

•	 Coaches’	clinics:	Provide	local	youth	
coaches with a clinic that shares infor-
mation on common injuries in youth 
baseball.

M A R k E T I N G  /  P R

Spring is Sprung!
Marketing and PR Home Runs

by don levine, PT, dPT, FaFS

Marketing and Public relations Committee Monthly Calendar
Event date Potential Topics Website
american�Heart�Month February wellness www.americanheart.org�

www.cdc.gov
National�Cancer�prevention�Month February role�of�Exercise�in�prevention� www.aicr.org��or��www.cancer.org
National�girls�and�women�in�sports�Day February�1 aCL�prevention�and�Common�Injuries www.aahperd.org/nagws/

programs
National�Cardiac�rehabilitation�week February�12–18 pts�in�Cardiac�rehab�role www.aacvpr.org
National�Youth�sports�safety�Month March aCL�prevention,�Head�Injury�prevention��

(Helmets�and�soccer)
www.nyssf.org

Companies�that�Care�Day March�15 workplace�Fitness�or�Ergonomic�programs www.companies-that-care.org/
action/caredays

occupational�therapy�Month april Celebrate�occupational�therapy http://www.promoteot.org/
world�Health�Day april�7 pps�Members�Mission�trips www.who.org��or��www.paho.org
Medical�Fitness�week april�15–21 pps�Members�with�wellness�Facilities�programs www.medicalfitness.org�
take�Your�Daughters�and�sons�to�work�Day april�26 Highlight�Families�in�pt,�and�pt�as�a�great�profession��

in�the�Future
www.daughtersandsonstowork.org

MarKeTING / Pr, continued on page 54

As physical therapists, we 

are in a great position to 

help educate the youth, 

coaches, and parents  

in our community.
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MarKeTING / Pr, continued from page 53

•	 Partner	with	Little	League!	Teaming	
with the local Little League organiza-
tion will open up your practice to 

a large segment in the community. 
organizations will be more responsive 
if you sponsor a team. Look for even 
more opportunities by volunteering on 
the board. every board needs a safety 
officer!

•	 Provide	preseason	conditioning	
programs to local school and youth 
teams to ensure peak performance and 
decrease injury.

•	 Develop	a	flyer	for	pediatricians	on	
common baseball injuries and the 
benefits of physical therapy for this 
population.

•	 Contact	local	media	with	stories	about	
the rise of sports injuries in our youth 
and offer an interview to discuss ways 
to slow this epidemic.

the ppS marketing and pr commit-
tee hopes that this article provides you 
with some ways to partner with your 

community and drive more business to 
your practice. although we hope that 
you hit a home run with this plan, we 
know that preparation and planning are 
keys to getting on base. don’t give up. 
ted williams once said, “Baseball is the 
only field of endeavor where a man can 
succeed 3 times out of 10 and be consid-
ered a good performer.” maybe we can 
all learn from baseball.

happy spring! n

Don Levine, PT, DPT, FAFS, is chair of 
the PPS Marketing and PR Committee 
and co-owner of Olympic Physical 
Therapy, with 5 locations in Rhode 
Island. He can be reached at  
dlevine@olympicpt-ri.com.

Reference
1�Hill�DE,�andrews�Jr.�stopping�sports�injuries�in�
young�athletes.�Clin Sports Med.�2011;30(4):841–849.
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““I wanted to let you know how invaluable the PT Benchmark reports 
and the process has been for my business and me. I have been 
able to fill a few important holes in my systems because we went 
through this process. I now have objective data to use in negotia-
tions with vendors and employees. And an unexpected benefit has 
been that I have used the results to help train my managers about 
the importance of gathering data, measuring systems and then 
using that data to manage those systems. We as a profession and 
as practice owners need this data to become more efficient and 
effective.”

Jeffrey W. Hathaway, PT, PRO-Active Physical Therapy

To learn more about 
PT Benchmark 2013, 

Call or Visit our 
Extensive Web Site Today!

949.280.3449
www.HCSconsulting.com

Over the past eleven years, hundreds of 
physical therapists have trusted 

PT Benchmark to help them manage 
and grow their practices! 

Isn’t it time to join PT Benchmark 2013 
and get the vital information you need 
to make the right business decisions!



2013 Awards  
Criteria and details

The Private Practice Section, APTA would like to acknowledge those members who have made valuable 
contributions to private practice physical therapy, their community, and to the Section.  Awards will 
be presented at the 2013 PPS Annual Conference in new Orleans, Louisiana, november 2-4, 2013. 
nominate those colleagues who are so deserving of this recognition.

Guidelines & Criteria: 

1.�� a�pps�member�in�good�standing�may�nominate.

2.� the�nominator�submits,�as�a�single�package,�a�nomination�form,�curriculum�vitae�or�resume�of�the�nominee,�and�
a�letter�of�support�which�focuses�on�the�strengths�of�the�nominee�in�relation�to�the�award.�additional�letters�of�
support�for�a�nominee�may�be�sent�under�separate�cover.

3.� Mail�nomination�packages�to�pps�at�1055�N.�Fairfax�st.,�ste.�204,�alexandria,�Va�22314�by�June 6, 2013�or�fax�to�
703-299-2411�or�email�toprivatepracticesection@apta.org.

robert G. dicus Award
Jayne L. Snyder  

Private Practice of the year friend of Private Practice

Purpose
to�acknowledge�a�single�member�of�the�
private�practice�section�whose�contributions�
to�the�section�and�to�apta,�like�those�of�
robert�g.�Dicus,�have�been�of�exceptional�
value.

Purpose
awarded�to�a�practice�for�innovative�
operation�or�a�specific�project,�which�
promotes�a�positive�image�of�private�
practice�physical�therapy�in�the�community.�
also�acknowledges�an�individual�member�
who�has�made�outstanding�and�enduring�
contributions�to�the�practice�of�physical�
therapy.

Purpose
awarded�for�distinguished�contributions�of�
time,�energy,�or�expertise�toward�promoting�
the�goals�of�the�section,�and�enhanced�
benefits�to�its�members.

Eligibility

the�nominee�must�be�a�current�pps�member�in�
good�standing.�

pps�employees,�members�of�the�2013�awards�
Committee,�and�the�pps�Board�of�Directors��
are�not�eligible.

Eligibility
practice�owner/director�must�be�a�current�
pps�member�in�good�standing.

Eligibility
Non-pps�member,�individual,�group,�or�
corporation.

Criteria*

Lasting�contributions�in�4�of�the�following�
areas:

1.� professional�competence—clinical

2.� professional�expertise—educational�

3.� Delivery�of�services

4.� services�to�the�profession�and�community�
at�large

5.� participation�in�the�apta�or�other�
organizations

6.� Commitment�to�private�practice

7.� public�relations�or�political�participation

*For�a�more�detailed�description�of�the�
award�criteria,�please�visit�www.ppsapta.org.

Criteria

1.� Must�demonstrate�innovative�operation�
or�a�specific�project�which�promotes�a�
positive�image�of�private�practice�physical�
therapy�in�the�community.

2.� Must�have�positively�affected�the�shape,�
scope,�and�quality�of�physical�therapy�
private�practice�in�the�community.

3.� Must�have�contributed�to�the�overall�and�
widespread�development�of�physical�
therapy�as�a�caring�profession.

Criteria

Must�demonstrate�distinguished�
contributions�of�time,�energy,�or�expertise�
toward�promoting�the�goals�of�the�section,�
and�enhanced�benefits�to�section�members.

for more information, or to download a nomination form, please visit www.ppsapta.org.
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2013 Section Awards  
nomination form

deadline for nomination: June 6, 2013

I�wish�to�nominate�(Member’s�Name):�________________________________________________________________

For�(check�one�box):

❑ Jayne L. Snyder Private Practice of the year Award

❑ friend(s) of Private Practice Award

Name�of�practice:� _______________________________________________________________________________

practice�address:�________________________________________________________________________________

City:�____________________________________________________ �state:�______________�ZIp:________________

phone:�work�(� � � �)��________________________________�Fax:�(�� � � )�________________________________

ATTAChMEnTS
u� Nominee’s�curriculum�vitae

u� �Nominator’s�letter�of�support�by�the�nominator,�which�specifically�focuses�on�the�strengths�of�the�nominee�in�
relation�to�the�award.�Letter�of�support�should�describe�how�your�nominee�meets�the�eligibility�criteria�for�the�
particular�section�award.�please�refer�to�the�award�criteria.

u� �any�other�supportive�documentation�as�outlined�in�the�criteria.

Name�of�Nominator:�� ____________________________________________________________________________

Name�of�practice:��_______________________________________________________________________________

practice�address:�________________________________________________________________________________

City:�____________________________________________________ �state:�_____________�ZIp:_________________

phone:� work�(� � � �)�� _______________________________�Fax:�(�� � � )�________________________________

signature:�� _____________________________________________________�Date�submitted:�___________________

(signature�of�Nominator)
Submit or direct questions to:

private�practice�section,�apta�
attn:�awards�Committee�

1055�N.�Fairfax�street,�ste.�204�
alexandria,�Va�22314�
phone:�703/299-2410�

Fax:�703/299-2411�
Email:�privatepracticesection@apta.org
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I

L E G A L  I M P A C T

IN BUSINeSS, the term “growINg 
pains” refers to the transition that an 
organization undergoes in response to 
expansion. these pains, in a sense, are 
not necessarily a bad thing, considering 
that they occur as a consequence of the 
organization’s growth. growth is good, in 
contrast to the stagnation or dwindling of 
a business. however, identifying which 
“growing pains” are likely to occur and 
plotting out a road map to manage them 
can minimize the effect of these pains on 
the organization.

one of the major growing pains is 
the need for capital and determining its 
source. each source and type of funding 
has its own advantages and disadvantages.

identification of Funding Needs
one of a business’s greatest needs is 
acquiring capital to fund its growth. you 
must have working capital to fund payroll 
and current liabilities, manage build-out 
expenses that may occur with the opening 
of additional locations, purchase capital 
equipment, such as therapy equipment, 
and pay marketing expenses, among other 
things.

Budgeting is the single most important 
process of planning for growth and can 
be accomplished with a pro forma budget. 
Pro forma is a Latin phrase meaning “a 
matter of form.” this type of budget is a 
predictive model that uses the practice 
owner’s realistic expectations of the busi-
ness’s projections. the model should be 
applied to the organization as a whole and 
to break out new clinics that would be 
opened as part of an expansion, as well as 

the businesses existing locations. the pro 
forma budget, which should encompass 
a 12-month period, typically includes the 
following information:

•	 Projected	referrals
•	 Projected	patient	visits
•	 Projected	gross	revenue	per	visit
•	 Projected	cost	of	goods	sold
•	 Projected	operating	expenses
•	 Projected	net	income

plotting out and forecasting is required 
to project and anticipate capital needs. 
the pro forma should also include incre-
mental changes in revenue, because as 
every private practitioner knows, insur-
ance carriers do not always pay promptly. 
the practice owner, therefore, should 
identify best- and worst-case scenarios to 
prepare for potential deviations from the 
forecast. the pro forma budgeting process 
should also include cash flow projections. 
cash flow will determine how often and 
to what extent working capital needs to 
be drawn, which will also help project 
how much working capital needs to be 
made available. however, identifying the 
business’s capital needs and use of that 
capital is only part of the process.

identification of Funding Type
a practice owner also must decide on the 
structure of the capital. three different 
types of capital are generally available: 
debt financing, equity financing, and 

Managing growth
Choice of Capital Structure

by Franklin J. rooks Jr., PT, Mba, esq.

leGal IMPaCT, continued on page 59

this�is�the�first�article�in�a�two-part�series�on�managing�growth.

FraNKLIN�J.�rooKs�Jr.,��

pt,�MBa,�Esq.,�is�a�physical�

therapist�and�practicing�

attorney�in�philadelphia,�pa.�

Before�establishing�his�law�

practice,�he�was�a�founding�

partner�of�pro�physical�

therapy,�a�wilmington,�DE–�

based�operator�of�physical�

therapy�clinics.�In�2006,�he�

sold�his�interest�to�a�private�

equity�firm.�this�article�

is�intended�to�provide�

only�general,�nonspecific�

legal�information.�rooks�

can�be�contacted�at�

fjrooks@gmail.com.
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hybrid financing (a combination of debt 
and equity). the type of capital structure 
employed will also affect the pro forma 
budget.

debt financing is money borrowed 
with the promise to repay over a period 
of time at a particular interest rate. debt 
affects the pro forma because it requires 
the payment of interest and repayment 
of principal, which will affect net income 
and cash flow. with debt, interest accrues 
from the time the funds are borrowed. 
many times, a business will establish a 
line of credit so that funds can be drawn 
as needed. a line of credit can then be 
converted to a term loan. debt financ-
ing is commonly associated with banks. 
however, debt financing may come from 
many sources, including private compa-
nies, family members, and friends.

debt financing also has important tax 
implications. Interest is tax-deductible. 
the business’s true cost of debt capital 
is offset by the deductibility of interest. 
that is, the true interest rate becomes a 
function of your tax rate. For example, 
if your interest rate is 10%, your tax rate 
is 35%, and you have earnings, you can 
deduct the cost of the interest from your 
taxes. In this scenario, your after-tax bor-
rowing rate would be 10% multiplied by 1 
minus your tax rate (1 minus 0.35), or 10% 
multiplied by 0.65. your effective cost of 
capital, because of the tax deductibility of 
interest, is 6.5%. however, to take advan-
tage of the tax deductibility of interest, 
you must have earnings from which you 
can make a deduction.

Leasing is similar to debt financing, but 
with important distinctions. By defini-
tion, a lease is an agreement between two 
parties (the lessor and the lessee). the 
lessor retains ownership in the asset, and 
the lessee obtains the right to use the asset 
over a specified period. at the conclusion 
of the lease term, the asset reverts back to 
the lessor. Unlike a lease, when an asset is 
purchased using debt financing, the person 
(or entity) purchasing the asset, not the 
lender, obtains ownership. Note that some 
“leases” permit the “lessee” to buy the 

asset for $1 or another nominal fee. these 
“leases” are not true leases, and are gener-
ally referred to as “finance leases” because 
they are essentially debt financing arrange-
ments. the interest expense, not the whole 
“lease” payment, is the only tax-deductible 
component.1 true leases are leases in 
which the lessor retains ownership, and 
the lessee “rents” the asset. (a full discus-
sion of “finance leases” versus “true leases” 
is beyond the scope of this article.)

the important distinctions lie in how 
debt financing and leasing are treated 
under the Internal revenue Service (IrS) 
revenue code. For example, if you pur-
chase equipment with proceeds from a 
line of credit, you may deduct the interest 
and must depreciate the item over time. 
the cost of property purchased can be 
deducted (or depreciated) over the period 
that is published by the IrS for that class of 
asset.2 the deduction results in a portion 
of the asset cost being used to offset the 
business’s earnings. In contrast, with a true 
lease, the entire lease payment is deduct-
ible. the entire lease payment amount 
reduces the business’s taxable income. 
the deduction for a lease may exceed the 
amount of depreciation allowed under 
the IrS depreciation schedule, resulting in 
lower taxable income and lower taxes.

(make sure you discuss your situation 
with your accountant. there are many 
factors to consider, including the Section 
179 deduction available under the IrS 

code. this deduction allows the taxpayer 
to elect to recover all or part of the cost of 
certain qualifying property, up to a limit, 
by deducting it in the year the property 
was placed into service.3)

Implicit in debt financing is the concept 
of leverage. debt financing is, essen-
tially, the use of borrowing to magnify an 
investment’s return. to clarify the value of 
leverage, the other form of financing— 
equity—must be explained. equity 
involves issuing ownership stakes in the 
business. each equity owner has a share 
(or fractional share) in the business. the 
business’s earnings belong to the equity 
owners. equity financing raises capital 
for the business by selling shares of the 
business to the investors. In exchange for 
funding, the investors receive the right to 
future dividends and value appreciation, 
based on their proportionate ownership. 
Issuance of equity dilutes the interests of 
the existing equity holders. For example, 
if 4 physical therapists (pts) each own 
25 shares out of a total of 100 shares, 
each own 25% of the business. If capital 
is raised through new equity to outside 
investors, such that 100 additional shares 
are issued, the current pts’ equity interest 
is then diluted to 12.5% each, instead of 
25% each. Instead of having a right to 25% 
of the profits, each pt would then have 
a claim to only 12.5%. In contrast, debt 
financing maintains the current equity 
structure, without diluting each sharehold-
er’s interests. with debt, no dilution occurs.

to illustrate the advantage of debt, con-
sider the following hypothetical situation. 
a private practice owner needs $100,000 
to expand her practice. that $100,000 
investment will generate $2,000 in profit 
per month. In scenario #1, she takes 
$100,000 from her retirement account and 
finances the expansion. one year later, 
she sells her practice, and the incremental 
increase in value from the $100,000 invest-
ment is $10,000 ($110,000). In addition, she 
has received $24,000 in profit (12 months 
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The deduction for a lease 
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depreciation allowed under 

the IRS depreciation schedule, 

resulting in lower taxable 

income and lower taxes.
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CALL TO ACTION

PPS Candidate Nomination Form
For 2013 Election 

Interested in running for office or nominating a colleague for a Board of Directors or 
Nominating Committee position?

Easy Instructions:  
Nominate a PPS member in good standing or nominate yourself. Submit one form for each 
nomination. Complete all fields. 

This form must be submitted no later than April 29, 2013.

Nominated PPS Member: �������������������������������������������������������

For the office of: 

❒ Director, Board of Director (2 vacancies)   

❒ Nominating Committee (1 vacancy)

PPS Member making nomination: �������������������������������������������������

APTA ID #: �������������������������������������������������

Email to receive confirmation of receipt:��������������������������������������������

Return this form no later than April 29, 2013, to:

Private Practice Section, APTA 
1055 N. Fairfax Street, Suite 204

Alexandria, VA 22314

Or, fax to 703-299-2411  

Or, email to lauriekendall-ellis@apta.org

Eligibility requirements:  
Physical Therapist members who consent to serve and have at a minimum been members of the 
Section for two years immediately preceding the election are eligible to serve on the Board of 
Directors (ARTICLE VII. BOARD OF DIRECTORS; Section 2, Qualifications).
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multiplied by $2,000 per month profit). 
the return is 34% ($110,000 plus $24,000, 
minus the $100,000 personal investment).

In scenario #2, she borrows $90,000 at a 
rate of 12% amortized over 60 months and 
invests only $10,000 of her own money. 
a year later, she sells the business and 
realizes the same incremental increase in 
value of $10,000. (the profit stream and 
the loan payments net out to zero.) her 
return on investment is $20,000 ($110,000 
minus $90,000 debt). her total return 
based on her personal $10,000 investment 
is $20,000/$10,000, or 200%. debt financ-
ing magnifies the effect of price changes 
relative to your original investment. the 
caveat is that if the market moves in your 
favor, debt works to your benefit, but if 
the market moves against you, your losses 
are magnified.

Making a decision
consider the various types of funding avail-
able. each type has its own advantages and 
disadvantages. For example, many debt 
financiers require personal guarantees. 
Some require a personal contribution, since 
not all lenders are willing to finance 100% 
of a project and require the practice owner 
to have some “skin in the game.” In addi-
tion, the interest rate charged for debt is a 
function of risk. the riskier the investment, 
the higher the cost of borrowing. high bor-
rowing costs affect cash flow.

equity has its own set of issues. dilu-
tion is the primary concern. a lot of the 
owner’s upside from performance dis-
sipates when additional equity is issued 
to outside investors. careful planning and 
budgeting is required to determine which 
capital structure works best. regardless 

of which structure works best for you, 
availability of choices may be limited. 
however, you are not limited to only 
these two choices. other options do exist, 
such as hybrid financing and partnerships. 
these options will be discussed in next 
month’s Legal Impact. n

References
1�see�26.�U.s.C.§�162.�“there�shall�be�allowed�as�a�
deduction�all�the�ordinary�and�necessary�expenses�
paid�or�incurred�during�the�taxable�year�in�carrying�
on�any�trade�or�business,�including�rentals�or�other�
payments�required�to�be�made�as�a�condition�to�
the�continued�use�or�possession,�for�purposes�of�
the�trade�or�business,�of�property�to�which�the�
taxpayer�has�not�taken�or�is�not�taking�title�or�in�
which�he�has�no�equity.”�
2�see�Irs�publication�946,�How to Depreciate 
Property,�available�at�http://www.irs.gov/pub/
irs-pdf/p946.pdf.
3�see�26.�U.s.C.§�162.�

five-Minute fix
Creative Spitballing in 

your Practice
By�tannus�Quatre,�pt,�MBa,�atC,�CsCs

spitballing�is�tossing�around�ideas�without�fear�
of�repercussion�or�embarrassment.�If�the�idea�is�
good,�it�sticks.�If�not,�no�harm�done.�the�beauty�
of�spitballing�for�the�private�practice�owner�is�that�
it�provides�a�safe�means�for�staff�and�owners�to�
be�comfortable�moving�ideas�out�into�the�open.�
this�free�pass�of�sorts�can�work�wonders�for�the�
quietly�creative�within�your�practice.

to�get�spitballing�working�for�you,�try�a�few�of�
these�tips:

•� tack�a�spitballing�agenda�item�onto�your�staff�
meetings.�reserve�this�time�for�nothing�but�ideas�
that�can�be�thrown�around�with�no�expectation�
or�fear�of�embarrassment.

•� Don’t�be�afraid�of�“spit.”�Use�the�phrase,�“Let’s�
spitball�for�a�second,”�when�attempting�to�loosen�
up�the�creative�flow�in�conversation�with�your�
team.�You�may�be�surprised�at�what�this�simple�
phrase�can�do�to�free�up�creative�constraints.

•� spitball�around�a�challenge.�If�you�are�looking�to�
generate�fresh�ideas�for�your�practice,�share�a�
simple�challenge�with�your�group�around�which�
you�will�freely�spitball.�an�example�may�be�to�
hold�a�spitballing�session�around�“three�ways�we�
can�improve�revenue�within�the�next�30�days,”�or�
“an�idea�for�a�new�cash-based�service�focused�
on�the�geriatric�population.”

•� take�good�notes.�when�spitballing,�make�a�
simple�record�of�the�ideas�that�come�to�light,�
even�those�that�do�not�appear�to�have�much�
potential�right�away.�a�growing�record�of�unre-
stricted�ideas�can�hold�a�plethora�of�gems�to�
revisit�when�in�a�creative�slump.� n
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B
What President Obama chooses 

to pursue to determine his  

place in the history books,  

in addition to the sweeping 

health care reform initiative 

that will forever be associated 

with his administration, will 

depend on myriad factors.

BaracK oBama haS BeeN reeLected 
president, inaugurated, taken the oath of 
office, and delivered his second inaugural 
address and his fifth State of the Union 
speech. By now, we should have a pretty 
good idea of what he wants to accom-
plish in his second term. If he follows the 
example of other presidents elected to 
a second term—only 16 presidents have 
been reelected, and only 6 have been 

reelected since 1950—he will spend less 
time campaigning and more time attempt-
ing to cement his legacy.1 

For incumbent presidents, winning 
reelection is not simply about renewing 
their lease to govern, but about unveiling 
an opportunity to make their mark on 
history. what president obama chooses 
to pursue to determine his place in the 
history books, in addition to the sweep-
ing health care reform initiative that will 
forever be associated with his administra-
tion, will depend on myriad factors both 
abroad and at home. 

Second terms are typically less success-
ful than first terms, especially domestically. 
Franklin delano roosevelt lost his hold 
on congress with his 1937 plan to pack 
the Supreme court. ronald reagan faced 
the 1986 Iran-contra scandal. Bill clinton 
was impeached in 1998. richard Nixon 
resigned to avoid that fate in 1974.2 presi-
dents cannot control everything in their 
second terms, and president obama has a 
few obstacles that are unique to him. the 
president and congress must be willing to 
work together, which in a deeply partisan 
washington is likely to be as difficult in 
the next term as it was in the first. given 
the difficulty that president obama faced 
during his first term in office, it is unlikely 
that a republican-controlled house will 
alter its behavior in a way that might cast 
him in a positive light. this problem was 
visible during the year-end negotiations 
over the so-called fiscal cliff.

the president has a number of issues 
which he has expressed considerable 
interest in pursuing in the next 4 years 
including immigration, gun violence, 
and climate change. however, at least 
domestically, his second term is likely to 
be heavily influenced by the deficit and 
debt woes saddling the country and, many 
believe, retarding our economy. many 
second-term presidents choose to build 
their legacy internationally, as traveling 
abroad is preferred to fighting contentious 
political battles with congress.3 however, 
with the focus on deficit control and debt 
reduction, president obama will doubt-
less be spending time and energy on 
domestic policy. he certainly will protect, 
if not strengthen, his signature first-term 
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Key Contacts Needed

by Jerry Connolly, PT, Cae

aDvoCaCy, continued on page 64
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Calling All Physical Therapy Students! 

 

PPS is sponsoring a Student Business Concept Contest for all PT students in their last year of PT school. 
This is your opportunity to win a complimentary registration, travel expense and lodging (a $2,000 
value) to the Private Practice Section (PPS) 2013 Annual Conference & Exposition in New Orleans 
from November 6-9, 2013.

PPS Annual Conference attendees participate in quality, business focused, educational programming. 
Take advantage of unparalleled networking opportunities!

Two winners of the essay contest will each 
receive: To enter the contest submit: 

•	Complimentary	conference	registration	

•	Hotel	accommodations	for	three	nights	

•	 Up	to	$500	toward	air	fare

•	 An	original	business	idea	(product,	service	or	
concept) that is a viable business option for 
private practitioners 

•	Description	of	the	product,	service	or	concept	

•	 Target	population	

•	Marketing	plan	

•	 Budget

The deadline for entries is Monday, July 1, 2013. 

Submit your entry by email to: lauriekendall-ellis@apta.org  
or	mail	to:	PPS/APTA,	1055	N	Fairfax	St,	Ste	100,	Alexandria,	VA	22314.	

Questions?	Contact	the	Private	Practice	Section	office	at	800-517-1167.
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aDvoCaCy, continued from page 62

 accomplishment, the affordable care act, 
but attempting to work out a long-term 
deal with congress on managing the 
nation’s debt could easily consume much 
of his time, at least for the next 2 years.

the president has repeatedly said he 
wants a balanced approach to ease the 
budgetary burden, meaning revenues (tax 
increases) as well as spending cuts. the 
latter requires reductions in entitlements, 
so if there is a grand bargain to be had, 
the ingredients include reforming both 
the country’s tax code and medicare—an 
enormous legislative lift. everyone, and 
certainly health care professionals who 
operate private businesses, will be affected 
by such a policy endeavor, which means 
we will need to be attentive and engaged 
for the full 2 years of the 113th congress.

the ppS Board, in anticipation of the 
emerging agenda for the new congress, 
engaged the government affairs com-
mittee (gac) in developing a strategic 
advocacy plan. a combined Board-gac 
team4 worked for 8 hours on a Friday night 
and Saturday morning in early december, 
after spending most of Friday on capitol 
hill lobbying members of the house and 
Senate during the lame duck session of 
the 112th congress. Based on a thorough 
review of the legislative and political envi-
ronment, the work group reviewed existing 
ppS priorities and considered many new 
initiatives before deciding on an expanded 
advocacy agenda. the resulting effort will 
be synthesized by the full gac and pre-
pared in a formal recommendation to be 
considered by the ppS Board of directors.

the section’s advocacy strategic plan 
envelops more than a dozen legislative and 
regulatory priorities, grouped into medi-
care, insurance, and small business issues. 
In addition, a detailed ppS advocacy work 
plan includes nearly as many initiatives 
that focus on thematic efforts, namely 
grassroots development, implementation of 
the affordable care act, data needs, con-
sumer protection, and strategic alliances.

ppS is well positioned to pursue its 
advocacy agenda, which will include 
developments in the arenas of tax reform 
and entitlement reform. we will need to 
be prepared to take appropriate lobbying 
action, whether that means advocating for 
a lower corporate tax; full repeal of the 
alternative minimum tax; or favorable tax 
consideration for research, development, 
and investments to grow our businesses. 
It could also mean engaging effectively 
in any efforts to reform medicare as an 
entitlement, including patient copayments, 
the sustainable growth rate, the therapy 
caps, or the multiple procedure payment 
reduction.

our ultimate success will be deter-
mined by a number of factors, some of 
which we control and some of which we 
do not. In our control is the strength of 
our organized voice and our connection 
to and communication with our federal 
legislators. one of the central tenets of the 
advocacy plan will be to strengthen the 
ppS grassroots network development by 
facilitating and achieving a key contact for 
each legislator in congressional leader-
ship or on a committee of  jurisdiction. 

this grassroots goal is critical to the 
section’s advocacy success. the Board, 
the gac, and ppS staff will join me in 
recruiting effective key contacts for nearly 
75 members of congress. these legisla-
tors are involved in shaping policy that 
is vital to our practices and our patients. 
consequently, we need to have one ppS 
member with whom the policymaker 
identifies on our issues and hears from 
on a regular basis. ample training and 
guidance will be provided to assist you in 
connecting with your legislator, so do not 
be timid. Step forward in this moment of 
need for your patients, your practice, and 
your profession. n

References:
1�the�presidents�who�won�reelection�were�george�
washington,�thomas�Jefferson,�James�Madison,�
James�Monroe,�andrew�Jackson,�abraham�Lincoln,�
Ulysses�grant,�grover�Cleveland,�william�McKinley,�
woodrow�wilson,�Franklin�roosevelt,�Dwight�
Eisenhower,�richard�Nixon,�ronald�reagan,�Bill�
Clinton,�george�w.�Bush,�and�now�Barack�obama.�
theodore�roosevelt,�Calvin�Coolidge,�Harry�
truman,�and�Lyndon�Johnson�do�not�count�in�this�
total,�as�they�were�only�elected�once�after�serving�
the�remainder�of�their�deceased�predecessor’s�term.
2�Clymer�a.�triumphant�obama�faces�new�foe�in�
“second-term�curse.”�New York Times.�November�7,�
2012.
3�Charnock�EJ,�McCann�Ja,�Dunn�tenpas�K.�
presidential�travel�from�Eisenhower�to�george�w.�
Bush:�an�“electoral�college”�strategy.�Political Sci 
Quart�2009;124(2):�323-339.
4�pps�Board�members�participating�included�tom�
Diangelis,�terry�Brown,�Dan�Mills,�amanda�
sommers,�and�sandra�Norby.�government�affairs�
Committee�members�attending�were�John�Lockard,�
Kathleen�picard,�and�Brad�grohovsky.

For information about PPS, 
membership benefits,  

and how to join,   
see next page!
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Private Practice Section
About the Section
The mission of the Private Practice Section is to Champion 
the success of physical therapist-owned businesses. As 
leaders and innovators in the health care system, PPS 
members are empowered to achieve management 
excellence and financial success.

Current Priorities
By joining the Private Practice Section, you’ll support the 
following strategic goals:
• Advocacy: PPS is the voice of private practice physical 

therapists who influence issues affecting daily practice, 
small business operations and payment

• Consumer Awareness: PPS builds awareness of the 
importance and value of private practice physical therapy

• Education: PPS assesses, promotes and delivers 
education in the areas of physical therapist ownership and 
private practice

• Innovation: PPS explores new models of practice, 
innovative ways of doing business, and ways to leverage 
opportunities in the changing health care environment

• Membership Benefits: PPS enhances technological 
and traditional resources to facilitate physical therapists 
success in private practice and increase the size and 
involvement of membership representing the full 
spectrum of physical therapy settings

Why Should You Join?
Membership in the Private Practice Section provides you 
with immediate access to information, resources, and a net
work of professional peers. Additional membership benefits:
• Monthly subscription to Impact magazine, which covers 

business topics, management resources, advocacy issues, 
and important topics related to all private practice settings

• Active Web site based message boards and an “Ask the 
Expert” program that connects you with experienced 
private practitioners for networking and support

• Dedicated and informed staff available to answer your 
questions and connect you with experts

• Discounts on the section’s regional education, webinars, 
publications, business and insurance programs, the 
section’s premier annual conference and exposition, 
administrators certification educational programming and 
key affinity partners

• The only section with representation on Capitol Hill with a 
record of affecting positive change for our profession

• Links to key vendors offering the latest technologies in 
practice management such as EHR, billing, and scheduling

• Discounted registration for APTA’s Combined Sections 
Meeting (CSM)

Section Membership Application
Name

APTA Member Number

Mailing Address

City  State  Zip

Work Phone Home Phone

E-mail

2013 Dues Schedule—Private Practice Section
Please check the appropriate dues category.

 � PT - $175  � PTA - $105

 � Postprofessional - $150  � Student - $50

 � Retired (PT or PTA) - $120/$95  � Life (PT or PTA) - $60

Method of Payment 

 � Check made payable to APTA in the amount of $________

 � Please charge:  
� VISA � MasterCard � American Express  
in the amount of $_____________

Credit/Debit Card Number:

Cardholder Name:

Billing Zip Code:

Expiration Date:

Signature:

Return application with payment to: 
American Physical Therapy Association  

PO Box 79054 • Baltimore, MD  21279-0054
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Don’t miss out on these valuable 2013 educational offerings!  

Webinars
Live�and�recorded�webinars�bring�you�valuable�and�relevant�information�in�the�comfort�of�your�practice�site,�home.�or�
anywhere!

Title / Topic Event date

social�Media wednesday,�February�6,�2013
2:00�pM�–�3:30�pM�Est

ICD-10 wednesday,�March�6,�2013
2:00�pM�–�3:30�pM�Est

Electronic�Health�record�(EHr)�tool�Kit wednesday,�april�6,�2013
2:00�pM�–�3:30�pM�Est

recorded Webinars
Listed�below�are�pps’�on-demand�webinars�on�a�variety�of�issues.

From�a�Ho-Hum�website�to�an�Internet�Marketing�system

Creating�a�positive�payment�Environment�for�Your�patients—optimal�Collections�with�a�smile

Keys�to�Maximizing�profitability�in�the�private�practice

Debunk�Insurance�Myths�&�Improve�payment�for�Your�practice

8�Key�Metrics�that�Can�galvanize�Your�practice

It’s�a�New�world�of�Contracting—part�2

aCos—opportunity�or�threat�for�private�practice—part�1

aCos—opportunity�or�threat�for�private�practice—part�2

Driving�More�referrals

overcome�Declining�reimbursements�with�Cash-Based�treatment�services

optimizing�payment�through�payer�relations—part�1

How�Visiting�a�McDonald’s�Can�Help�Your�practice:�Using�systems�to�Increase�referrals�and�profitability

getting�started�with�pQrs

Meetings & Conferences
pps�2013�annual�Conference�&�Exposition

November�6�–�9,�2013
Hyatt�regency�New�orleans

For additional information, please visit ppS website at http://www.ppsapta.org/
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Contact Information

Name:  APTA ID #:

Address:

City: State: ZIP:

Email: Phone: Fax:

Payment Type Card Number Expiration Date

 Check        Visa        Mastercard /

Signature:

Item Qty PPS Member Non-Member Amount
Private Practice Physical Therapy: The How-to Manual $89 $125

The Valuation of a Physical Therapy Practice $25 $35

Private Practice: Strategies for Everyday Management $45 $65

Transitions: How to Position Your PT Practice and Create Your Succession Plan $55 $98

Impact Magazine  — $110/year

Shipping & Handling (see below for details*)

*up to $49.99 $7
$50 - $99.99 $10

$100 - $199.99 $14
$200 - $299.99 $19

$300 or more $26 TOTAL

Any books that are returned must be received at PPS in new condition within 48 hours of receipt by purchaser.  
A 10% restocking fee on the cost of the publication will be deducted from the refund. 

Shipping and handling charges are NOT refundable. 

Private Practice Physical Therapy:  
The How-to Manual
A concise, easy-to-use guide that offers practical, step-by-
step advice to physical therapists who are considering 
starting a private practice or may have just opened a 
practice. Experienced practice owners will also find 
valuable information throughout this manual. 

Private Practice: Strategies for Everyday 
Management
This guide contains vital information needed to start up 
and manage a private practice. Chapters include planning, 
financial management, personnel management, marketing, 
reimbursement, office management, and customer service. 

The Valuation of a Physical Therapy 
Practice
Understand the financial and strategic issues involved in 
valuing your practice and learn how to advance the overall 
value of your practice. 

Transitions: How to Position Your 
Physical Therapy Practice and Create 
Your Succession Plan
It is the goal of this manual to assist private physical 
therapy practice owners in creating succession plans that are 
beneficial to both buyers and sellers of practice equity. Learn 
from the authors’ experiences of owning and exiting three 
practices and their work as consultants.

Impact Magazine
Published 11 times per year, Impact provides a wealth of 
information for the private practice owner. Issue themes 
include legislative updates, need-to-know tips about 
managing your practice, the latest resources from the 
section, and more.
(Impact is a PPS member benefit. Nonmembers may 
purchase an annual subscription.)

Transitions
How to Position

Your Physical Therapy Practice and

Create Your Succession Plan 

Mail to PPS—APTA 
1055 N Fairfax Street, Suite 100, Alexandria, VA 22314
800/517-1167  •  www.ppsapta.org

 

Publications
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 19  Nueterra Physical Therapy
913-387-0510� Email:�info@nueterra.com
Fax:�913-387-0710� www.nueterrapt.com

 23  PatientSites 
866-565-4746� Email:�info@customerdna.com
� www.patientsites.com

  9  Physio123
800-520-4829� Email:�office@physio123.com
� www.physio123.com

 37  Physiotec
866-530-8567� Email:�info@physiotec.org
� www.physiotec.ca

 42  Pivotal Health Solutions
800-743-7738�� Email:�info@pivotalhealthsolutions.com
Fax:�605-882-8398� www.pivotalhealthsolutions.com

 27  Postwire
781-350-3416�� Email:�cpollan@postwire.com
� www.postwire.com/health
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888-298-4562� Email:�sales@getintouch.us
Fax:�416-822-1427� www.getintouch.us
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877-445-5925� Email:�support@ptbillingsolution.com
Fax:�877-690-2280� www.ptpracticepro.com

 30  rehab Visions
402-334-6023� Email:�dlarmore@rehabVisions.com
Fax:�402-334-6844� www.rehabVisions.com

 C 4  Serola biomechanics
815-636-2780� Email:�sales@serola.net
Fax:�815-636-2781� www.serola.net

 17  Source Medical
866-245-8093� Email:�therapy@sourcemed.net
� www.sourcemed.net

 12  SpectraSoft
800-889-0450�x�200� Email:�info@spectrasoft.com
Fax:�480-831-8880� www.spectrasoft.com/pps

 38  Systems4PT
814-494-1070� Email:�info@systems4pt.com
Fax:�203-938-8743� www.systems4pt.com

 C 3  Turbo PT ultra
800-628-8980�x�200� Email:�sales@gssinc.com
Fax:�818-316-0710� www.gssinc.com

  6  u.S. Physical Therapy
800-580-6285� Email:�jiking@usph.com
� www.ownyourownclinic.com

  2  WebPT.com
866-221-1870� Email:�info@webpt.com
Fax:�866-225-0057� www.webpt.com

 50  WorkWell Systems 
866-997-9675� network@workwell.com
Fax:�320-323-4495� www.workwell.com



FREE iPAD
WHEN YOU ORDER BY 2/28/13

The best, most efficient, physical therapy specific Billing, Practice  

Management, Scheduling and EMR solution just got even better.  

Unleash the power to access your clinical data from anywhere by  

connecting your iPad directly to your PC. 

Access Turbo PT Ultra conveniently from your iPad using LogMeIn.  

Look up patients.  Check your schedule.  Post charges.  It’s just like 

you’re sitting at your PC!

Call about free iPad offer during February!!

In business for over 20 years with thousands of clients nationwide, 

Global Support Systems is the #1 provider of Physical Therapy and 

Rehab Specific software and management tools. We develop one  

product: Turbo PT Ultra, support one industry: PT, and we do it with 

100% commitment. That’s why Turbo PT Ultra is the best choice for 

your office needs.

COD orders only. Cannot be combined with another offer, discount, advertised special, lease or written quotation. Valid only on full Turbo PT Ultra orders with 
Billing and Clinical documentation. Valid only on orders purchased directly from Global Support Systems. 

Offer valid  on orders placed and delivered from February 1, 2013 to February 28, 2013.

Please call 800-628-8980 or email info@turbopt.com to take advantage of this special offer

Or visit us at www.TurboPT.com for more information

Control Turbo PT Direct From Your iPad!

     • Developed by PT’s for PT’s to APTA guidelines.

     • 100% developed and supported in the USA,  

        never outsourced.

     • Windows 7 & 8, Vista, and XP compatible (32 & 64 bit)

     • Template and Flow Chart Driven EMR. Designed

        specifically from APTA guidelines

     • Direct ANSI electronic billing (5010) and automatic

        payment posting (EOB Reader)

     • Multi Provider, Multi Discipline and Multi Office billing

     • Multi Office, Multi Provider scheduling

     • TXT message and Email appointment reminders!

     • Scan documents and images to your patient files

     • Follow-up alerts

     • PT assistant tracking

     • Cap alerts

     • Multi injury/multi insurance carrier tracking

     • ICD9 & new ICD10 code compatible.

     • Work Anywhere! - Connect to Turbo PT from any

        internet connection - even cellular!

     • SQL Database scalable technology

FEATURES

FREE iPAD
When you order by February 28, 2013
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S E R O L A
B I O M E C H A N I C S

www.SEROLA.net 

TEL: 815.636.2780

NEW Open Cell Urethane Inner Layer
• replaces cotton webbing
• provides stop point to limit excess motion
• invisible under most clothing
• more comfortable
• conforms to body better 

Order Now!
Call 1.800.624.0008

Free Serola Gel Arc Elbow Brace
For New Customers with First Order

Hook and Loop Closures
• no buckles to pinch or irritate
• allows proper application tension
• will not overtighten
• more durable

Entire surface is amazingly non-slip
• breathable
• moisture wicking
• durable
• hypoallergenic

INTRODUCING

THE FASCIALEDGETM MASSAGE TOOL

Serola Sacroiliac Belt is the only SI belt that is 
endorsed by the APTA Section on Women’s Health http://                       .com/SerolaBelt

• FOAM PAD Eliminates buckle irritation
• Narrow band allows closer placement to crease of elbow
• Dual-sided gel arc provides concentrated or diffuse pressure

Request a sample online: www.SerolaBelt.com/Sample

GEL ARC ELBOW BRACE

SEROLA SACROIL IAC BELT

scan to see video

AN ESSENTIAL NEW TOOL FOR HANDS-ON CLINICIANS•

Enhances soft tissue and myofascial work•

Makes the most of your time and skills www.SerolaBelt.com/FreeSample

Using a “push” action
over the T/L fascia
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